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To d@@ji~kib& a d ~ e ~ O 1 2  ~ $ @ F M P U Z ~ ~ ~ B W  8 ~ l f d  med1$i8 twQ 
simplified models are forlmcls%sd to dsssribe the rzot ion~ of atoms 
b u n d  in @slid@. Ona atomic xaodsl posbllales t i ~a t  he a t ~ m s  f  ~ o l i d a  
are linear, classical, aandsialg oriaated, haf2:~:dc s ~ e i l l a t s ~ s  
c b ~ ~ a ~ t e r i z e d  by a single energy; and the e%i$lzer nnodal post~klat6~ ebb 
same baoic ceebllatoap but p e z ~ a f t ~  a. dl~t&bu",iosa sf  sscfllator energies, 
% V b t 8  a to~n  o p e d  d i ~ t A b a t % o n ~ :  derived ~BPOW- m0del3, enerzy 
exchange eko@s a e c t i ~ n ~  are evaluated anaYlflicaPfg oasacaing a brae 
psrtfele neutron-atom tnParactfon. vVith thsee energy exchange cross 
seetione, i n t s g r a  equat$on@ are fos~aulatsd deecri13ing thcri~m~lf saefsn 
of neutrone; in Odidte l:iamogen@~ua madia containing a B/v c.b~oroer.  
Fhs iinat@gral equation8 %sf both a t o d c  models are e;sslv@d nu~?.aerfcally 
for the n@utran dsnsity @peed dfat&bu$isa, ITgumericaB raeulllto f ~ r  the
single energy a t o d c  oocfllator of unit -%ass ore compared with 
expe~imeatall reaul%$s f w  nsutron tbsriailjlaotiaa i n  e i rcodum h y d r i d ~ ,  
Reaulte bar ths averaged energy atoi~de ogtsillato~ of unit ma@@ ELF@ 
compared with &he neutron dsnsity calculated 1rox-n &he %b7igner- +!if Rf n@ 
monatomic gsg model. This eompari8on 1s r ~ ~ a d s  for threo x ~ d u s a  of 
ab@orpt%on. Nun2ssf cal ~asulO@ for averag6d energy atode:  o~t~chl%Latof 8 
of massea 11, 2, 9, and 12 BPB exazdaed t~ de t~z rn fne  the effect OP 
a t o d c  m e s  upon the neutroa denaftlr &strfbution, 
Neutron denoit3~. 
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The primary analytical goal in the study of assemblies 
containing nsutrons is the determinatisn @sf the neutron density 
distribution, for all neutron-nuclaufii reaction rate@ are? prgbp~rtionalb 
to the neutron density. Neutron thertnalization thacw-9 atts~npts to 
describe the neutron distribeatfcn when the lrasutrona have energies in 
the thermal range below one ev. In thikg enezgy range a neutron may 
gain as we11 ae lose energy in a collision 4 t h  a ~ C B C ~ ~ U B B  06 tha 
;aesernbly, and the formulation sf xngsdels to de~cribe this energy 
interchange ifa funndati-e ntal to *he theory of neutron the rmalizati en. 
% fgner and ,diBking (11, in the first work on nsutrai~ thar rmli- 
~ a t i ~ 1 1 ,  p~slt'h?i$at@~ that the atoms of an infinite rrrsdfkzm was@ a 
Lnsnoto~xda: gas with sin r ~ i ~ a ~ v ~ e ~ l i a n  d.ist~%bution of opaede, L% ith thi@ 
atom speed &s%ribution they calcto%&i:e"ked the energy exchange crosa 
aeetions rsecessal-y to fosn~ula te  the integral equation sxpressiag 
conservation of nrsutrono in the enedlum and azums~ical.lBy ~skvad  the 
balance equation for am idinite ;ne&um containing a monatofiGd: 
hydrogen gas that hod an absorption cross sectfoa i~avereeHy propor- 
tional to the szsutron epesd. \+"ilkins (2) subsequently simplified the 
equations far heavy mona todc  gases. However, r~akty of the3 mterials 
of interest in nuclear reactor$ are net mcsnsafeomfc gaoes. fn fact., 
c ~stallins solids euc h a s  graphite, beryllium and zirconium k-aydside 
are co:mmonly %need neutron modaratsro. 
In media iin which the ateam@ are she-mically bound the 
determination of the energy exchange crsss eections f s much more 
eomplfcated than for gaseous media, In. principle, ths exact quantum 
rnacha-nisal energy exchange or scattering cross siiestionr%! may be 
calculated for che~%2icoPby bound otoa?mt% by nleawo of the Ferrni pseudo- 
~Oeratial opgroximatisn ( 3 ) .  ?hi@ approd  mation replace& the actual 
intaraction by o delta function interaction potential, V1, which 
operates an d ( r $ ) l d r  rather than an the wave function $, a8 w0ar;kd an 
ordinary potential. The caliculati&~n is dascri bed by Nelkin (4) who 
ha8 applied this technique to xvatdr rnola~ul~s (5). '"'ro compute the 
seattsPiing cross section it, is necessary to callculate the matrix element 
of V' bet~vaan initial and final plans wave noutpon atotss, and initial 
and final atakes of the atomic systera~ for  a ~ingle ~ c a t t ~ r i n g  ~ U C ~ C U E S .  
This a xplitude must then ba surar;3ed over scattering nuclei, oqerareesl, 
and suiz-imed 0v8.r final @^tates ol the scattering ~yst@in ceansiatent with 
energy con$ar,.vatisaa. Finally an av8rage over a thermal equili"8aium 
dstAbaatisn sf initial states mu& be p e ~ f o r ~ a s d .  This is in general a 
comp8icated procedure and mecessftatea the use of powerful for raal 
tachnicgeees as well  as a certain number of approximatisne, to carry out 
the caPcullatigan of the sne rgy-transfer c r c s a ~  seetion@, even for 
By~tema  in which the 4ynamicaP properties ~f the atozdc motisras agta 
k n o m  exactly '' 
The vmrk of this thesis is devoted to the development of idealized 
models for atomic motions to exhibit the effects of chemiesl laia&ng 
in solid trlcPderataas. From these mg3deH1, energy-transfer CPOSS 
sactiions are derived and neutron conservation equation8 are formulated 
and egalvgd to  dstsrmdtae the netutran dernsity distribeatione . 
Section I of ths theeie cooztdns a general &SCUIIIQQ 8f the 
proceae of neutron thsrznzalieation a d  the davslopmsnt of the general 
equations d e t e ~  i"e5nfng the neatron density dlatrfbutione . 
Ssctisna II and III are devoted to devel~pmeZ1$ 0% two diff@r@n$, 
but related, txodele of atomic rnotiomt~, the calculation of the necessary 
energy exchangas croeg sections, and Pbe formulation of ~ p c i f i c  
equations govsrnin~g the neutron density. 
Section HV 18 a description of the numerical eofutioki of the 
@quatione derived in Sections liI and 111. Section IV 1s euppls:msnted 
by Appendix 2 wkaieh  contain^ a d@@crip%iotle of less ilatfsfactosy 
atts rarapts at numerical so%utio12, and .which df @ploys the actual prograraa 
used for numbricah ~01ution. Section V is a digcu~sion of the saialution& 
and a csr~psrisopz ~ w f l k  expt"rira"~enta1 rfieasurem8nts. 
hf~enever extensive analysis fs required in the derivation of 
r s~u l l to  p r e ~ e n t e d  in the text OB the thesf B ,  the ~paabysf s f s butlined fun 
an appendix. Decauss the equation describing therme8izatiean by 
momatomfc gases ~ e ~ v e d  as o useful guide anel standard ois' comparison 
thr~ugilout  he analysis of the the@ie, the gv ignar-% ilkin9s (1) ens rgy 
exssisange croea section8 are derived in Apgenax A, and a brief 
sPax.nmargr eaf related work is given i n  Appendix B. Two eitmple 
de8crip"pfons of atode rnotiopae and the reeultlng thermalizatioas 
equakiaae a%"@ d i s c u ~ s e d  in Appendices B' and C. 
I .  TfIE Ti%SBFi$PLLIZATPBN P-WBEEM FGR AN A&3%ITeW~R'f6 
BIST~~BU'TIOM OF $iTOM SPEEDS 
The Theslmaliaathon Process@ 
- 
If ~eeatrons of a given energy $istributisr;a were introduced into 
an idinsite, hazmcg enaous, aon-absorbing k"raedium, the re eulting neutron 
distdbuti snn at ti rnes edfleisntly Bong after inzeroduction v ~ ~ a l d  be an 
squilfbriu-rn~ MaxweP1Ban df rtribution characterized by the final 
ts nperatutb~! 09 the medum. If the rnedfum is absorbing or finite OF 
fnaE.8oma~~ganesua, Bowever, there will u~ual1.y. be a deviotkona of the steady 
state neutron distribution from a MLaxwe1Hia8.e dstribuction. (In the case 
of absorbing or finits .media the ssurce of neutron& i@ aaeeumed to 
balance neutron Bssser 10 that a q~a~i-~tationary distdbution ~btains.) 
%If the  medieaial is finite, neutron@ of higher energy @@cap@ f a ~ t a r  than 
neutrons sf lobver sne rgaf and the dietrf bution $5 ~IOspBaceel towards 
lower ensrgiee. If the ~nadium is inhomogeasso~s, either bn tem~peratpare 
or eoraposition, $he distdbution deviate8 from a 2Aoxwellfapa due to 
transport of: nautrerne between the different regions af the nlediusx. In 
both the finite and beterogenesu~ nmdfu:m case8 the neutron dsneity 
dist~bution is a function sf poaitfon in the -rae&um as well  ae a function 
of the neutron energy. In the ca@e of a neutron absorbing mediu-m, the 
neutron distribution will deviate from an aqkt~libsrfum diotri8sutian 
because of the finite tfsae required l o r  source neutrons to acquire the 
equilibrium dietribation. d'ith certain di@tdbutionc% of source neuttsns 
thars io no dsviaeitioan from an evilibrium neutron distdbution. This 
Describing the neutron desrefty in finite media, or in E"Be3ter0- 
genesaus aesamb%ialj;, necssoitataa $he conasideration of $he spatial 
tramsport gaf neutrons. Several author@ have attemptad eo%utfons sf 
*.". 
this eor-mspl&sn proble-m using the Wignar - % rlkins ace~tteeping kernels. 
Ksttwftz (6) solved the problem of an fnnllnite non-absorbing mnediu-m 
with a temperature diacontfnuity easing &he heavy ga8 appapoxi:;naaon 
f f i n  &iichae9. (7) considered the generd gapsblem of finite -a@dia 
using the C;qS%fusion appr~~irnati~n for neutron ~patial t rm~port  and 
carried out eigeduncfim expansions for aolut%ora%n using the heavy gag 
appraximaasn. Z4urwiltz and N d k i n  (8) Investigated ths problem of the 
effect of ens rgy dewndent escape prsbabilities oa the neutron distri - 
butfan in  finite ~nedia, agdw uefng the heavy gas atotxbs mods1 for 
qe~antitative r a ~ u l t  0. 54ore rfscantliy f3oazss;k (9) computed n u m ~  ried 
soluti~ns fat the neutr~m dfistrf bution in ffaf~e lattice@@ using a v&ria~on 
of the Vv igner- aidilMm gcattering kernels. The variation, derived by 
B r o m  and St. John (101, assum- that tha ecattering m a e e  of an &tom 
fa a chemically bound rnolecule can be repre~enated by an effective 
m a a s  aasignsd to a fagee atom a d  uses a three parameter fit of a 
calculated ocattsring cross section s p s d  variation to match sxperi- 
mental data. 
The cansfideration of neutr&sn t+an@gort ea8entially an 
adension, aCoeft an inapartant one, sf the neutron thermali zatioea 
problem once suitable energy transfer crosa sections are obtained. 
The analysis of the thsssie i@ restdctsd ts infinite homogsaaagsue media 
in which the neutron dswsity diotrfbutice fe invariant with re~pec t  o 
pogition in the :=edPa. 
The neutron density distribution ins, $peed and time in tan infinite 
ho;mgsgsneou@ absorbing medium ie described, in the speed range dv, 
Q 
by o Ifnsarizsd T3oltzmann squation 
wharPe n(v, t)dv Ha ths number of neutrons per unit V O % U ~ Q  in the speed 
range dv about v at time t. riie quantity P@(vuv)dv is defined as the 
at speed v, so that the firat term on the right of eke aquatiow represent8 
the gain of nautrons at v due t s  scattering eoPllisicpn@ at all other swede 
w. Sgv, t )  its the rate of pspoductisn of neutrons at v from aPlL olautcea, 
and the fins1 two terms are the ~.n@utrsn los@ rates from speed v due to 
scattering nt -v and abs~rption at  V, respe~tively, ;9 (v-1 repreasnting 
a 
the average absorptisn.n rate per ansutaow. the sources of aehatrorao 
are @uc$ t h , t  the neutron density %e f esdepeadexzt of time8 conservation 
OP upon iiate~chafigitag the order of Intagration irs the B ~ s t  t e r m  on tBe 
left 
* 
The BsPtemann e q u a ~ o n  is lineas due to neglect sf neutroaoneaatrosn 
colli~iane {typical neutron densities alee a. factor of 107 It318 ahan atom 
densitise) and due to the a~@utaption that the neutlrorns do not apprec- 
iably d f ~ c t  the properties of the medium. See Wignzsr (11) page $1. 
Thus if the source distribution should be Pa(v)Mo(~)e where Mo(v) i a  
a Marwellian distribution of apeade, then n(v) would be aqua1 to Mo(v). 
Fhf s B B  the exceptf on to the p~@viou@ly  1-nsnOia4ned deviation of the 
absrorptiour. Wowever, gudjh a B O U P C ~  is highly artificial%. The 
spectrui~i  of neutron srpeeds f rom the fiesion reaction source Hs spot 
IvCax+;~sPliar%. 34foteovsr the average energy of fission source neutrone 
is near 2 ~GQ-v) far higher than the average energies of 24ax%a@lfiPan 
distributi~ns eo rreeponding to material t e m p  satures . 
Ira the abeaacs of absarptioa and a Bouree the steady $tat@ 
neutron distribution is a idaxwellian. 4io(v). i'ha principle of micro- 
ecspie rever~ibi19tgr i mpogeo a condition sn the $cabee@ ring probabilities 
sf squa~on 1 which hsPdo in the prsaence of abaorption. Known a~ 
detailed balancing, the condition i%r (sea reference 12) 
That is, t b  scattering rats from egaed w $0 speed v is equal, in datd8iilj, 
to thss scattering rate frs:m speed v t~ speed We 
The rate at w'hich naen;tr~n@ of fapeed w interact with an o t ~ m  
of a medium is given by 
where n(w)dw Is the grumbar of neutrons pep unit Y O B U ~ ~  having speeds in 
the range dw about w. and ~ ( v , )  is an intrinsic atomic prcp@rty, k n c m  
as the microecopic cross section (it $a& the dimensions sf area), which 
expresesa the probability of on interaction. If the atoms bve? speed u, 
v i a  the nautron-atom relative speed, 
li" 
where u %a %be coafne of the angle O between the neutron and &torn 
4 4 
velocity vectors w and u. 1% an interaction ss~ults in a ~cattering of 
neutrons, the neutrons may- tran~fer energy and raaomentuam ta &he 
atesma of the me&un,a or vies versa. In generahi the moment ass^ 0f.a 
neutron change EB in a scattssbrmg c~l%%$bk~gb, the neutron m ~ m @ ~ h t ~ m  after 
a collision depending upow the dyaaaidco of ~~Bljisi~n. The d p a r n i ~ ~  
of collf sion, if kn~.alrras, determine a condf efonol grobabillty, 
-"(w-;ea, u)dv, 11 7) 
that a neutron of initial speed w will  acquire a final @peed v in the range 
dv after undergoing a scattering interaction with an atom of speed u 
whsga the cotEsion angle i~ QO. The! rate per atem at w M c h  neutrons of 
idtlal spaad axj, @eattor to speed v is then 
n(w)vros(vF)P( (81 
where  e ie  the derolssopfc scattering cross ~%ection. The above 
8 
exprsasion is the ecatter rate for spscilhic u and U. The avQrage of 
equation 8 ovex pasib4s  atom speeds asnd orien%lstions of $ and is the 
average scatter rate; of neutrons fro,.= speed w to speed v, 
n(w)Fs(wu)dv.  
If any orientation cf $ and ; i a  equally probable, then 
-a 4 
W ~ B ~ P Q  $hr\ is the differential solid angle from which w apgroachs~ a, 
dn = d@u , 
-b 
and ip i a  the radial angle of the orientation of w with respect to 2. If 
the rnodone of the atoms of the system can be charaetearissd by o 
distribution of sspasds ?r'a(u), then the average of expseersbebn 8 fa 
a90 that 
B. a3 
r (w* )=  J + J S~UM(UIV,O~(V~)P(WY;II ~ ) r  
@ (13) 
. . 
- 1 $3 
If 58 i~ assumed that 8scattedng i~ ieestropie fa the center of 
mas@ sys tem and $$at scattering Is sftsstic (conerarvation of -i~ornesntuzn 
and kinstf c ene~gy) ,  P78(w=v;us !.i) ?.may bs derived a@ ~hes%vaa bellow. 
- 
v 
Y 
Laboratory System Before a ChalPisioxa 
Let the mesc of the struck atom, rn, be meamred ia unit@ of 
neutron mas8 $30 that the mass 0% a neutron is unity. Conservatfeen of 
momentum determines the velocity of the centst  0% mass . 
The eirpeed of ths canter of maes is airesn fro&% the  diagram below 
Tbs aasumptisn of an elastic collicsibra means that in the center 
of ma88 ~ y @ t @ m  only the direction sf the neutron and atam veloccitfs~ 
Center of 13hass System Before a Collriaion 
Center of Ma&@ System Aftsr a GolPiaf~na (The  Primes Denote 
Velocities After a Colli~ionb 
The a~aurnpti~n of is~itropic scattering Im the center of a s s  provides 
that the prababiilfty 9 6  scatter into any ~ o l i d  zngle 0 is equally C 
Bincs the acattcA°bng is axially symmetric about the a r e c t i s n  of motion 
of the  center of maes, 
where gc ; coa Oc. The final velocity cf the neutron is then ; = ; ' 
C 
+ ; where  the prime indicates a velocity after the colueion. 
6 
Meeatrsn Speed in the Laboratory Syatem a Collision 
Since the neutron swed in the eeater of ma@$ systeim before and aAsr 
"I" 
a 
ibkgln the? struck atom at rest Ohis expreaslon reduces to a 
probability cuatsmarily de rf ved, (Ref. 113 1, 
where &he B d 8 e  of integration h v e  been or~ttsd because the vafahing 
of the conditional gtsbability for the! limits given i a i  n;4 re~trfcts the 
domdn of integration in the u-!~. plane. 
The term f dw Pa(v-w) occurr ing in equation 1 may be evaluated 
ow 
by calculating P ( v w )  Prom 26 and then integrating over VJ. I ~ o w ~ v c ~ I ~ ,  
&E 
i t  i a  simpler wd more fllurninaang to earty out the igbt@grafion over w 
But the only function contaiaing w is the condi~onall pr~sbabilfty ~ i a c s  
the neutron speed - after these cclllsions is w and vr = I-. 
The c~ndit ional  probability i s  norn:~aliesd 8o that 
The above exprea~jisbn i~ &an average, over aBB atom e p e d s  and ce~BUslicn 
anglees, of the scatter rate per neutron at speed v. A o l d l a 9  ex- 
prcloefiagn servas to define P (v), the average absorption r&e per neutron, a 
w k e e  B f z ~  the rdesoseopic ab@s~pefon cross @action of the xnedium. 
liB 
TWO furthe . a ~  assumptiores per m%t a cohzeideroble sri enpliffica9isn. 
First the sa-akcroscopic @cattaring cross sectisn i8  taken to  be canatant, 
and racaand, the rnicl~oscopfe iebgorpaon craee asctfon is assamad to 
be fnvsrssly pr~partlo~"~aE, to  the relative encounter $peed, Eqadona 24  
and, because of the normalization of R?(u). Fa(v) is given by 
i..(v) = V O ~ ( Y ) ,  
Except sfor t h ~  detsrxdn;aeisra 06: the Pimi$@ of iategragfon fna. 
equation 30, a epec%bfcaticn of an atom r;p@aL disrerribueisn permits %he 
calculation of a3blS tha udcnown terms in tbs neutron balance equation 1. 
Ba;f~re examining the l idtsr of integration, the valfdfty 0% the 
aaaumptionsa made in the above darivatf on Hs diacaas@~d. 
Ths a~su-saaption of sandom ~r%esn&ation f the i!metra"sra velocity 
; with respect to &ha, dlraction of the &torn velocity ; is quite 
reaeaonaLie, Even if the maacpn of the atoms i@ conetrainnsd by ehsm8caH 
all directions rarad~mly, The p r o p ~ t f s ~  o@@u?m&sd for the d c r o ~ e o p f c  
scatterikng and ab18rptf on t 9e01 I @ec%ions ate rhgsplayed @xpe~imentaPlpr 
in the thermal energy range $02 31&?-hy T P : ] L ~ % @ F . B ~ ~ ~  QS prlsec$ical interest. 
Theoretical derivations of these pxopsrtie~ &re given by tfdeigpkperg and 
digner  (14). Thsra i~ an affective I/v dapsndence sf tb -- st= 
crsaee seetion on tks  sn@alhleon speed at thermal e a e l ~ g f e ~ .  This depan- 
dencae? Bter contained in @amtion 31, how&ver, and will  be dieplayed 
explicitly in Pare of the ttaesi~, Scattering in $ha canter of rmgns 
%iy$eem here tatkan may not be I Q O & ~ O ~ & C  for rtrongly berunad ~ y a t e m ~ .  
Precisely, the center csf mas@ @ysts.~= should $@ that of the entire 
scattsring aaaemkPy rather than that of the nerafresn-atom combination. 
By far the Forest  aasumpt$oa f 8 that of aa elastic sa~llf @%on. 
A% low neutron speeds the eol l i~ ions  with chezsdcally bound nwlecuies 
are inelastic, 8% the atom struck by a neutron is part of isc msleeule, 
the neutron snag excite roataartloaal or vibratS0m1  stat^^ in the molecule. 
If the etrusk atom is part of a crystal Ibattico, the neutron may interact 
iae1a~tfc;aPlgr with the acoustical mode@ jrf vi"rsratfoa of tha entire lattice 
(neutron-phonsn fnteraetions). The fnts~actfana deacsribed a b v e  are 
Ughly complex and not saaf ly fonrimulazatsd theoretically (4). The 
approach of the work describesd in thfe thesis is to polrttulate an atjrrra 
speed distdbutiesn to account for atomic binamg, and than ts  treat the 
a b m s  as fzee particles, Once? a frse particla intsractisara is aesu-.ned 
the aaaumpt%~ar, of elastic acatterhg is eompletsly valid in Cbe neutron 
energy range Q-fi  ev, and the centess of maes eyetern ie that of the 
neutrasn and atom. 
30 
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En equation 24, Qha vanflefiiag of I? ins certain ranges r~@tdcts 
the permissible values of &P a d  U. From. a dufarent viexv~int, only 
certain co-mbfnations of u a d  u can prssducs nsut rsns of final speed v. 
This can moat easily be Been for specific examples. Consider an 
overtaking collision (L! = +I). v I vmaX of equation 22 then is 
rhat is, v S w if w > u w h e ~ ~  = +I. Thereforer i% 11 2 +Ip and the fdtial 
speed of the neutron, w, 1s greater than the atom apead, u, the! only 
final s p e d &  of the neutron possible ailre b e e  than the initial speed#, The 
expreasioax v = %r 
max 
i e  a h - ~ e r b ~ E a  in the u-la plants. (Once the square 
roots are ratiomli~ed v = 
"miin 1s the cams hyperbola,) Tha hyprbola 
6s most easily recopized after the t~an~fo~rnatfon of varfab]B@$ 
The Sscabian of the Oraeforlmoaon f r ELTIWU. The hpesbtala and the 
lines = :k %.f are shown in the u, M plane fin iigrarss 1 and 2 .  Argument@ 
similar to $ha@@ for the eave&aUng eolli~icsn discueoed above deffins 
the domain of integration as the shaded region shown in t h ~  figure@. 
Two detfnct  casse arise, ows for aeut~ora speed gain in a cds&Ueion, 
the otkear f%pr neutron e p @ d  less@ in a csTBi@fion. 'The h y ~ r b o l a a  & h o w  
in the figures are canjugate d t h  aka.& squation 
The relative magnitude of w and v deter~minee wMch hyperbola is 
applicable. For e~ach main case (V w v < W) there are three sub.. 
region8 of integration, These are indicated by the dcstted lines Bw tBa 
figure@. Ths fines i ~ ,  = * l have equal SLQPCEC of ~ p p ~ s i B ; e  sign in %he 
u, ep plane. tTdhsn the atom ~ E ~ L E B ~  i g  unity the Pins8 intersact the origin 
and in each main case the subregions of integration labeled II disappear, 
ce~naida~a'SZLyjr gimpPiSflng the: intcglpatiomea. Xf the atesin mass is gapeater 
than unity only tw subre;gior,s may exist for a different reaaon. In 
figuse P the line Q - -1 .nay i n t e r ~ e c t  he u axis (point (e) ) abova the 
d n i m u m  value sf tha hyperbola (poknt (d) ). In figure 2 the lines 
u = & 1 may intersect the v axis (point ( f )  ) to the left of the left branch 
of the h ~ e r b s l a .  These special cases are significant a8 +1% be BEBOW 
in Sectfan XI1 of the thesig. 
bVith figures 1 and 2 and the equations of the U n e ~  and the 
NEUTRON GAINS SPEED 
v > w  
Figu re  1, Domain of integration for neutron speed gain i n  a 
coll ision.  
NEUTRON LOSES SPEED 
v < w  
Figure 2 .  Domain of integration for neutron speed loss  in a 
colli d o n .  
hyperbolas, the integration required for Pg( 1 may be a c ~ ~ m p % i @ h e d .  
For reaaomble hf(u) the actual intsgraaon i e  e%er-hle%nta~, but very c10a0 
attention must be pdd  to $he magnhtudse of u, w, v and rn to aace&aBn 
the correct algebraic aign 0% the aqtAar8 ~ s o t a  of the intsgrandris, 
Details eaf the domain of iintesgration, the interseaftions sf the 
lira@@ and hypsrbla,  and criteria for exiotancs sf I U ~ S P Q ~ I O S ~ S  sf 
Su 
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The equatlors da~cribf  rpg the oteadg state neatran distAbut29~n can 
now be expressed by senbgtftuting equations 30, 31 and 32 into esquaaaa 1: 
c is a suitable constan$ moafflwg the source so that aet~tfone L ~ B  
D 
of t h ~  medurn to be at reste T k n  ?&(a) t &(a) and V(v) E V, T[n fact, 
if M(u) is small for u > urnax, say, then 
and Vfv) will appraach v for v 23 u Jt f g  d s s  cor~vanisnt ts divide 
mE&x 
equation 3 4 by a end define the canstant 
@ 
VJith thee& definitions equation 36  b s ~ o ~ a s a  
where e -. c: /a . The cambination now appaaring in the fir@$ term of l o e  
is henceforth dseignated by 
P(w-1 18 ddimeni81Honlies~ and i s  the &Merage prohbbllity that neutrons of 
idtialS @peed w acquire final apes:), .:tap In a scattering c013356310n. The 
typical integral equation describing the neutron dstributborn l i @  thus 
Naw only a specifis=at9tk~n of" j.d(m) and S(V) is zssceassakry to  
complete the %ormulaaan of the t harmaf faatloh problem. 
Po&$one sf the above andysis were rnads E r ~ m  reeults given by 
Wigunesr and 'vt'ilkins (1). Sincs the a n a l y ~ i  @ does not apwaipg. In the 
1iBeratlare it we@ felt oppropriats to pr~duce it  here. 
Finally it shseald be noted that if h4(u) 9s taken to bs a 2duwe1Um 
dfat~bution, Bhs analysis i a  aq~valsnt B-@p the case of the Fsrmd pseudo- 
ptcsmtial menaoned in the Introductics~n, (See reference ( l5) ,  pp. 93 and 
PO3 -4, ) 
11. THZR&lALIZAT$18N BY SJMGEE ENZXGY HARMONIC 
BSCILLATORS 
Oscfll 
--- 
BEI a model for the motion~ of &to-mea in psollids it is i;s&umed 
that each atom is an indapssldsast linear classical harmonic ~~cfllat~r. 
Each atom is taken to Rave the same energy and to have a rmdamly 
orientad direction of 0 5 @ f l ] t & t i ~ w ,  'The speed of such an o~cillat~r i s  
where w fc the frequency of oeefllatfon, i? f r  an arbitrary phase angle 
and U i s  the madmum speed of the oseill&tor. U i s  determined by 
the energy Eo assigned the oscillatcr. 
U the nsutrom-atc~ua celliai%sn can be assumad to occur a% any 
time with equal grsbab%%fty, any phase angle F lie aquaL$Ey likely, Tbae 
is, for a complete range of atom speeds es, tkd~ probability b~ given by 
The diatributiovn of atom speeds 85 far then determined from the relation 
Since, f rom equation 44, 
M{u) it?3, when? normalized to unity for positive atom speeds, 
This idealized modal seems m o ~ t  suitable to  de?scd]P%be 
ther~malizatisn by the hydrogen atoms in zircamium hydride. In thi~ 
solid the hydrogen atoms are located in a sgheri calky %~yrss~~etrls: 
potential well fn~ide a eaarahedson of zSrchanitam athsmse. Further, it 
has been reparted that hydrogen atoms in zirconium hydrfide can bs 
well ckaaracts~ized by the single energy, 0,137 ev (16). Almost all of 
the thes~zallizatiom in zirconiea~n hydride is perforlxned by the laydragen 
atoms, for a neutron can? give up all it% energy in a single collision 
with a proton, but only a very small iractfon of Its energy to a heavy 
atom such as zlr~oniurn (m=91)* The mod831 might al~a be applied 80 
sehsr solids i f  it i$  reaaonaMle to assume interactions with 4 single 
atom. However, the a ~ a u m p t i o n  sf a single atom energy % B  restrictive. 
For this reason, Part IIB of the thesis csnn~iders oscillators wrjith a 
d9s tribuaiow of same tg i s s  . 
gn 
- 
:Vith M ( u )  as given by equzstion 48 the function V(v) of equation 
3 1  x a y  be readilly calculated, 
At $hie point, a complexity arises w21ich $8 typical 0% all subsequ~nt 
calculations. A decigisn must be made about the relative size of u 
and v. Oace thig decision is made, $he relative size of U and at must 
be argued to complste the integration. The latter decision Ha peculBfsr 
to the @peed dietribution 48 because thsre  is a fbdts u p p r  bound U 
on the atom a p e d @ ,  
&@s.eot?palng that 0 r v S U implies that u can be lees  than or 
greater than v .  For tehis range of v the int~prand of aquation $9 
when O Is; v U. 
v u 
Ar9aegz U o, e9 bsr alagaye less than QBP tea v. Thug equation $9 itrt 
&hen these exp~es~kpsst~ are; evaluated V is 
-1 v 2v 2 + [bv i $1 sin i "ech Tf- ] if O S r w  (121 
The function is centinusus at v 3 U. For U = 8,  V(v) r v and indeed, 
2 lor v >> U, V(v) s v. For v = 0, Y(v) = .i; V. The function is grophsd 
in figure 3. The product n(v)V(v) represspats the neutron ocatter rate 
for a unit, constant scattaring cross section. Hence the function 
V(v)/v repre~eaiits an effective @peed dependence of tYn@ scattering croe@ 
eectioa. In figure? 4 this function fa compared -with the scattering cross 
easctfsn egampuized by Terrni ( 3 )  for 6% qu~ntuxn mechanical ha rmode  
oscilllatcbr of mass one. Both functions are plotted in  suitable dimeasaion- 
lea@ units. 'The &asontinuiti@s in the dottad curve are eoasequencas 
of the discrete energy transfers allowsli~ed the quantum nzechadea1 
oscil8ator. The dotted 6ufve i$ for the s@cillator in i t@ ground state. 
Zirconfu-rn bydr%de disgliaysa ;a scattering cross section very sizniPar 
rs ehia dotted curve, The ~irnilarity is enhanced if the preaenca of 
excited ~scillat~r states f~ aecountsd 6.9~. (16, I%),  
Ths integrations for ~ ( w - w )  (squation 42) are far rnora 
complex. R detailled argument for the various integrations is given 
8x1 Appendix A. Only an iP1ustrative example of the natura of the 
aroblern I& outlined here. 
Gonsfdar figure 1. Region I does not e d e ~ t  when %ha line M - -1 
intercepts the ea axis (point (s )  ) above the minimum sf the hyperbola 
rn-l (pcaint (d) ). The srbtekio-he for thia condition ie  8 s w s zl v. Nit$ 
2mU 
w in  this range and v in  the range O s v <.m+~ the integration may be 
carried out over both regions II and PBX if U i i ~  greater khan the 
intsrcept of the line = +SL and the hyprbsla  (point ( c )  ). T M s  requires 
TJ kP:g [(rn+h)v i ( m - 1 ) ~ ] / 2 m .  This conditiona implies w e 


74 2mU ah.e latter qumtity ies greater than zero when v < which is in the 
m+B 
when v Q 2mU 2m'm'''U wbieb is leas than - = -  . Therefore the 
integration on v and u is in regions IhI and IHP when the integration on w 
is in the range O<w< (rn -1)v and when 8 4= BP Im-tl) e In effect, 
not only the 1bii.mits of f~ tegra t ion  fsr v and u are detsrminad, but also 
%%a@ limits of Sn"tegra$fcsa for w. In addition, separate i n t ~ g r a l  aquatigaras 
are found for different ranges of the neutron awed V. Or in other words, 
the kernell of the c~irquation is highly fractionated. 
gbti%er surprisingly, the B P ~ S B B ~ ~ B  of the anaHysHa of Appendix &. 
show t b B  P(w-1 of equation 42 can bs written in six fundamental 
f 0 r . m ~  a1though there are potentially ten different region@ of inlegratioaa. 
Some short hand notation i e  adopted to make the expraasion~ concise, 
X(v, w) = 6 (aw-CV) T(v, W) = vv2-wz  
then 
-1 # -1 OX vd-w i- 
G! r r n  
w $ e n . w . g Q S a  a n d O S w S v  6 6 )  
2 2a mv P ( w v )  = ( 1  when V 2 - i  v - m L S Q ~ x n n d O r w ~ v  (571 
-I  % -1 a 
-gyw% x + t g  3 - tg -' E- b 
-1 Q -Ilx\ V-w 
ete?eh T+  ...-*l e] cia) Qfi k,P 
when 'k4 a a wand v S w ?s m 
2 2a mv P ( w u )  = when O sp Q S  ;1$ and v r w s a, 448) 
Specific Therrnalization Equations 
--- 
The integral  equation itself (equation 43) has  five different 
forms depending upon the magnitude of the neutron speed v.  The 
analysis determining the fo rms  i s  given in Appendix A. The integral  
equations a r e  displayed symbolically in Table I where the numbers in  
parentheses correspond to formulae in the text, The equations given 
a r e  continuous at  the boundaries of v .  For  a par t icular  equation the 
kernels  a r e  continuous a t  the boundaries of w. If the maximum 
oscillator speed U i s  allowed to go to zero,  the whole sys t em collapses 
to a single equation, 
( m t l )  v 
- 
dw n(w) 
2m W + clS(v) = n(v)CY+vl, 
which i s  a f o r m  of a known resul t  (13) for  the neutron density i n  an 
infinite homogeneous medium containing a l / v  absorber  when the 
neutron speeds a r e  such that the atoms of the medium can be assumed 
to be a t  r e s t .  The only gain in the number of neutrons a t  v due to 
collisions a t  w i s  f r o m  neutrons that lose speed in  a collision. This i s  
the only possible situation when the atoms a r e  a t  r e s t  and i s  indicated 
by the l imits  of integration in equation 61. If the medium i s  non- 
absorbing (Y= 0) and the source vanishes for  a range of v being 
considered, the equation becomes 

with solution 
" 2  
n(v1 = 7 , 
V 
which is a standard r e ~ u l t  for the aeutson density (for altoma of any 
-@a) in a spasd s m g e  far from the scsurc@. 
Pn a physical situadolra sf great practical importmcs &;he neutron 
source l e  the fisa%ion source. h s  manti~~@d, the f]$issi~gl eoupee PFO- 
d u c e ~  neeatran$ of very high energy. In thb t h e r m l  energy (QPD &peed) 
range, then, the only source of xneuQr&s~rs is the neutrons wMeh asrive 
in the range as a result of colilisf ons at higher speed@, At thf s wint 
of the amlysio it is aegumed that the only source $8 a fi~sibsln saurce 
at o single vepg~ large speed. The explicit display sf the risourc~ i~ 
ascontinued and &he region of validity of the balmce eqaatism i s  
restricted to the thermal  egesd range, Yikan ab~osptiaan sagpaarrs 18 the 
equatfoaet it ie to  ba understood that a sufficient number 0%: rn@utrons 
arrive at $her-l 8$3&36d~ by epsed lo@@ c~lBieiorne f rom higher a p e d 8  
to balance $ha abgorption lioes. Theamali~(abtion by hydrogen fe a 
slightly an~maEgs~~ eituatisea. Neutrons may arrive at thsssnd speeds 
as a reeubf of co%%%s%ons at eourece speed. This is indicated by &he 
idindite integration limit in eqaation 62 ~vhen  .m .= 1. Hri LMe ease %he 
gource may ba thought of as at infirmity or stiqgly at some very large 
apsed v Hn gabaequent equalions id in i t s  integration lhl mit P are o* 
inmtexopreted in this fashion. 
Zquatiion 41, for  rn .: l with absorption l a  
where the constant e contains the source 8trsragth. Zquaflon 65 i e  3 
asn~tbgsr aollution wMch f 8 given by the theory of neutron elowing ddom 
pighen d v is P constant. 
a 
Bscouse the integral  equatlana of Tabls I contain &he finite 
maximum @peed cf the oasilillator, thsir solutions ehould exhibit the 
b s h a ~ o r  of the rest atom ssButhorn~ 63 a~act$ &5 when the neutron e ~ ~ d s  
v ars  much Barg~r  than the nnaA:aum atoim s ~ e d  U. 
The equations of 'Table I include the poosibiliity of gzeutron epeed 
gain in a. collision b~e;sbnoe ob the a t o d e  motfona, In additissn, it is, 
iantsreetfkag to no$@ that the range 0% speeds Bn which a nsutroa may lose 
@peed 3g1 bro&enned by a factor Ua?m/[m-]l) cor-21pa;gsd to the rest a t ~ m  
asoumpfdost. This effect is aPao due expucftly to time atomic motion@. 
However, i t  0s no& ~sefble POP all P ? Q U Q E O ~ O  $0 lase speed and contdbute 
to the neutron dsneity. &4ora°eover, in csrtairra rangeria i t  iss not por sikrl~ 
for a neutron to gain speed in a collision and contribute to the neutron 
dan~ity .  Therefore the principle of detdled bdancs (@quatieon% 4) cannot 
Se gaff sfled. For sxa~aple, d t h  v mudr, no sssutrorns gsf fdtiol ~ ~ g l d  
less than gain-scatter t o  speed v. Alao, no neutrons vvith 
v. These? observations i:=ply that the? neutron density predicted by the 
Thearefore, &ha oscillator model is, at best, an apgro&wtPow to %he 
2 
actual physical situation. Thc ncn-equilibrium C@/V diatrlhtion for 
]large v psr$%at@ in th6 ab~enc6 ~f abs~rptf~n. However, absorption 
is a l v ~ ~ y s  present in EL physical eiihation and experimental neutroa 
dletributicns display Lb colv2 "tdlqQ for large v. A quantum 
mechoalcol a t o d e  nmodel u~ring perfset halfnode osircillatt~r dose not 
p r ~ a c t  an eqdlibrfum neutron dfatrbhtiean, either, because of tBsa re& 
@%tiction of energy trasfanr to ~nu%tHpPea of hv.  In additisaf a ~csettsribng 
function tngy satisfy detailled bdence and yet not seprsesent a. phybaical 
situation. 'This% is fllustseatad in Appendix F. Finally, although it is not 
evident fro22 Table 1, the deviation from B "!*Saxw@llian in the absence sf 
abeorptlon f a  not great, especially goas m=l. (See? figure 9 . )  
The r@mindbr of th@ ana%y@f~ for the single enezgy model Ee 
restdctsd $0 th~rrnalEi~52ition by hydrogen (m=l). As indcmted pre- 
viouely, the node1 fo deemed most enirtabltee for t h e m d z a t i o n  by &ha 
hydrogen in dreconjirrm hydrfde. A refinement of tha model fa applied 
to media with mass greater than unity in Part UI, 
The equation$ of Table II are much B % ~ ~ I Q P  far rn= 1, far then 
a = 1, c z 0, a = Y = v and P = X = W. f~.l&r~ductlon OP the c%imesnsismlee~ 
variables 
x = v l  q ' z T E v / p u  o 
ir taesf~1 in further cairaaplifflng the axpressfone . (The unit mass of 
the neutron is understood to be prasent in 7/q 80 that the quantity 
har the dimetnefone of speed.) 
,-- 
zvbcislrrz ens -- 1, squations 5 2  and 53 become 
When m=l, only 4 af equaPionh?i 55-68 defidng P(w4v8 are  applicable, 
sqaatioa 55: i f O S w S v  
when O v d  U, (68 )  
equa(;iigan 58: i r F v g w S m  
equat;l8g%n 59:  - W & V  
when U g v cm (69)  
equaaon 60: H P v s w S e f s  
These squatlona b ~ c o m e ,  with a=B, c=Q, a=x = XU, and = A  = YU* 
Ths integral ~qaatf on 43 11, after chmging $0 df z~rae)nai~a1bsa v riaUes, 
and o d t t f a g  &be @QUrc@, 
kvhich is properly &mg?nstionles~~ The quantity yllds" f ~s callad 
and %a a dsraensionle~@ constant. Equation 74 then nlay be written 
for the two rangee of x ss 
and as 
The two equationme above are continusu~ at x = B. The kernel P in each 
aquation SEP a c a n t i n u ~ u ~  fufactioa at i t$ boundadel e PHP fact, fa iQ g%fb$p 
range P H B  a function of g for a given X, The y variation of 
3? 1s dlapBaysd for three values of x in  figure 5 .  The two equatioas. 76 
and 77 ars coupled. Msutrsns d a b  idtfal @peed8 x > 1 may scatter to 
scatter. to speeds above x = 1. Iiowever, for x 2 fi speed gain scatter- 
ing Prom ba10w x = 1 is no% possible and equation 77 is unssoupied from 
equation 764. The e ~ a t i r ~ n  de t e r~a idng  the neutron density i~ than 
For eufficfently large x the energy gain scattedng t e r m  may be 
ne~giectsd and ths squation ilis approxinxlate1y 
This $8  the expected rest atam  hutio ion of squation 65 ,  wMeh a 
appraach@s for large x. It has not been found pkps@ibCale to r@du@% 
kt- 
root in the equation. h t e g r a t f o n ~  in a airnethod of @ucce?s~ive appro&- 
matian% @$&rang frsm aquaaon 86 rapidly lascorns int~achbl:. Maw- 
ever, if' n(y)ly can be t&@n to ba a slowly varflng function in %he range 
V X S  y S x for large x, squation 78 may bs approximated by 
T h i ~  soHvadon has tha %olllo*ag limiting forins: 
2 32quaefon 86 i g  larger than li/x Psr a given x, an effect due to tha 
a&c%mfc m o ~ o n a  and in qu&i$at$ve agreemient .v~ith r e ~ u l t s  derived ( R e f .  
Is) %or the WHpa~r- Wflkins squation ( I ) .  'The egfffect f @  due the snargy 
of atomic rno~oas3 which is transferred to the n e u t r ~ n ~ ~  causing the 
If an inverse power seriae $$a x 
is substituted in equation 78, a determination cf the coafflclente ar as 
gfvan tn Appendix G produces the  relations 
a2 = arbitrary 
P 2 I t .  
with empty @urn@ z4ro. The first f e w  ter~131 of tha serfee are 
The! coefficients of the largest wwera sf A are just those sf 
An expansion of the arappessxirnaee serlution af equation 83 agree@ d % h  
4 
equation 91 through terms sf order 1/x . For f: = 0 in @qu&~lleaJpon 91, 
only even powera of x appear 
indicating that ths neutron density is a function of the nearatreon energy 
.only-, Convsrgsaace of% the expansion of equation 911 has not been alshswn. 
However, f ~ r  x - 2 *  O and & 0.01, the first six terms of ewation 91 
give n(w) = 0.2725 (a2=1), while tha numerically computed value i a  
found t~ be n(x) ?= 0.2"8117. 
FOE" very @ma111 X ,  equation 76 may be written approdmat~ly as 
T 
where h(x) = n ( x ) l x  and At  = 1 + A. Soluticn ol this equation la 
csmplicatad by two factors: 1) afthoarg"%B&ha relation is valid only $OF 
slaa11 x ,  all value ds of the u h s w n  function ara required for the 
2 integration f ~ o m  x .80 fdfmity and 2 )  -- is aingulor at the origin. wn 
A 
appmximate solutf on fe determined below. 
Equation 94 is treated as on exact rslations%dp. Upon 
If h(y) ie a sraotiavlg varying funstfg~n corngarad to the? r eminder  of the 
fnt~grand in ths integral from zero to I&, equation 95 may bs approxi- 
mated by 
Z a3 
at + .x.- 4 x ~ . z &  2 re;vh(y) . 0 .  
x J 
Substituting 
eo that 
equation $6 becornea 
' l a  introduced, equation 99 becomes '~Vhgn the variable 2; - t w  r ~ :  
reduces equation 100 to 
a 
where 
When z is I ~ r g e  (x small), p(z) aatf~fies the criterion 
$10 that $he @KB approxi~nation (19) may bs used, That i a ,  
&panding C a n d  $14 and intagrating gives 
and thuss ussf xag equation 101, 
For x agar E ~ I O ,  $hen, f B Q E E I ~ V B B  quaUtaiIBtfvePy efther as a constant 
or as X. FQF either behavior, h(o) ap;t determined from equation 94 
is eerc provided h(x) i@ nest Be singular as P/x. for errall x. But h(x) 
l~ proportional to oEf/dx w u c h  is gbr a cosnetant at x squal to zero. 
Tharefope a2 fin equsrticn 108 muat be chosen %a be zero @a that h(o) 
~ 4 1 1  squiiiaJt zero. Then, for emall x, the moot significant term in n(x) %B 
which wa8 approximated by 
2 
- Zx h(x)@ 
I 2 sZx x*,n -- C d x - x  x 
? 9 8  
+DB r61naiaing integral is equal to  0.926 (page 216, reference (20) ), 
the arpprolojlm~itions. 
The above seasults serve staly aes ol qualit%tivs description of the 
bahadsr sf n Par small x because of the crudeness of t&@ variouas 
aasiump$ion@. A earnpariaon cpf nuaericailiy calcu1ated valuss af n(x) 
2 2 2 2 xz* Z 2 
and tho functions 240 x in ; and 237.5 x &a - exp[ 
X + k ( l - ? l  
TABLE 11 
A method sf %iu;inerica%t aolutiow of equations 76 and 77 is 
discussed in Sectdisn 5%V and solutkona are presanted in Section V, 
QeciIPator $wed D%a%ribkat%on 
The distxJBbutfoa of atom @peed@ derived In Section H csntain~ 
To ease the restrictive asaumptia%n that each secilla6or b1 the 
same energy, a distribution sf atom energies Is po~tuliated. Several 
choice8 of snaargy dfa$&bu'.cisns a m  ~seible. For example, experf- 
mental rrsaasur@xmn&s ,may Buggeet that atam energies are etatietically 
distAbuted about a eixlligle energy, %a which case a Causeim diotrfbution 
of Eo might Be used. Tho distribution chosen to partlculari~e the 
where  e5 Is a nosmaB8zi:bng constan& Is is BoBtzmtantats conatant and T 
is the material tampasature. Yiith this &jiotrlbut%o~ the sffeet of atozmie 
bindng is pel contained in @qa%aon 48 while the temperature of th@ 
medium 9a imtrsduced. 
Tbe at~sm speed distdbution to be used is the average of 
equation 48 over the energy &etributisn 116. That %a, 
&%@ldng the choag~ of vadable 
Using the results that 
(ref. 221, 
where It0 and K1 a t e  modified Besscl functions, the integral in aquation 
189 is, by adding 1/22 g~f equation 121 to equation 120, 
The rssu18ing atam @wad df etribution is thuo 
I k c h  curve Is ncsrmaEiesd to unit area for the ecalla employed. The 
i@ used ta norrndi~~le  equation 125. Using %he relation of 124 the 
average atom energy represasnted by ewation 123 i s  
medium, it mast be an effective ternparatu8.e rather than Oks 
Specific The r rnalization Equation 
11 ti% ~ p s e d  diatrlbutiean 1213 Ls uesed, &ha tgrrlns paf the eherwli-  
sation equation :amg be calculatad in exactly the easbma manner ;as 
indicated in Sacaon II. It i a  alao pseible to calcaillats the .$arms by 
averaging the expressions 0% eqaatione 52-3 and 55 through 60 OVQI 
the energy distdbution 1116 above. A s  a check of ths saccu~acy af the 
r~sulti~~g e x p r e ~ ~ i o n ~  both methods war8 employed to cslekaiate V(v). 
It prove@ $0 be decidedly siak l^pler ta averqge the @xisang fPTncti6n~ thin 
to use the $peed d%etrefbutfon 123 -- a$ fdtio. 

Ggiith &he atom speed &stpibution of 123, the &action V defined 
by equation 37 i a ,  a@ derived in Agpspadfx A, 
Her@ the w e 8  of the neutron is a g d n  present tgs provide the ~ o r r e e t  
dimsnslons for ./2k;re V(X) may bs expressed in terms of Bessel 
funcasnas, but far raum@rical calcula~onr the in teg~a1 repre ess9nlat140sa~ 
appearing in V above and P(-y-w) below are more practical. %or large 
x (coamgaseci~d to one), V behaves as x a@ it should far the? aseumsd atom 
and tke sxp~etseli~n P(y-x) is defined below. Because, d t h  ~ M B  m~deP, 
&l(u) cosltdnar all atem @peado in the range zero to id idty ,  tharcs? io but 
1 eisaglen Bntsgrel ~ q u t f o n  for all tssaktson speed@ x, for any nasr@ sef the 
thernmlizing atom@. P(y-) i s  coaaidera'bly mofe coraplex. Defidnrg, 
a@ in Ssctfion a, 


2% 
- 
ThermalizoG~a by hydrogen %e again simplase. Fhs integral 
equation 123 be~or"l"ae9, M&h tXi=~ l= l*  c=Os a%ac"x and j3=X=y, 
vAth VBx) defined in equation 125. For x 1 the? @peed gda &erxn 
( y e )  i s  very @'inall uun%ee@ y f $ -very near x .  Neglect$ ng &hi o term and 
the ~znalliar $efr:ns of the r ~ r n d n d e r  of the equat f~n ,  135 is approxi- 
mately 
- n(x)[x+A 1 x 33 1, 
X 
This f a ,  once a g d ~ . ,  the equtf an describing the neutron density ia a 
For any atom m s i ~  the expre~e i sn  P(y*x) does not satisfy 
detdlsd balance even. LOP th%@ averaged en@ rgy r n d & l .  The d&&rf"outl~n 
of atom speeds 123 is such &hot there are yet n3otion1es~ atom@ prs;&eplt 
(see figure 6). In a senae, however, ths averaged energy m&a1 f l  
closer to raasC@ng detdlad balance than the airmgBe smergy rfiaadel. A 
consequence of datdled balance is that Pay-) can be -do symmetric 
under inte~changs of x and y if the dependent vadablle n(x) 1 % ~  modified. 
P(y-) f r ~ n ~  6qaat80n 135 may be written ae 
Qnliy @he terms in the aquare brackets need be con$ider@d since the 
-& L 
eubstf tution ~ ( x )  - n(x)a2' I 2 / x  d l 1  symmatrlze the remdning torme. 
2 2 In the @quare brackets, only the: term x -y in %he square 10at;8 ( (Y"Ex)  
pravanha the $xplga?s@fon8 ~ P O Y X ~  being ~ymmetr ic .  Since tU8 t ~ ~ f m  is 
always greater than zero, speed g J n  a c a t t ~ r i n g  is attenuated corn- 
p a ~ e d  80 a @peed l o ~ s  ca$terikpg, As a rsault, reBaf%v@1y more neu$ran@ 
scatter from x to y than from y to x when x $ @  b r g e r  than y. The effect 
of t h h  imbalance i s ,  qualitatively, to IMR the peak of the neutron 
di~tribut~ocsn to lower speed@ than would redult if J? C G B U L ~  be syrran%~trii9;ed, 
This coglelusfobrli d g h t  be expected, for the diatribut%on of atom ap~aibd~ 
123 is bfaeed in favor of a m d l  atem opeeda cornpared to a M a w e l l f a n  
atom speed dis tr ibu~an  for which P c m  by apymm@trjlzedo 
NumarfcaP S O B U ~ O F ~ S  to @ Q U & ~ ~ O ~ S B  3128 and 135 are aecuaaasetl in 
Section IaJ. Reault~ are &@played in Section V. 
The twical integral equation solved i~ 
4$8 indicated fin Seetiorca II, the pressnee of abeorptiesn require@ EL gseurce 
of neutrons, and the above @qua&ian %@ valid ody fn a Iirdted sangs ef 
x. The upper limit of thla range is deelgnated xQ. The ecurce of 
nsutrona i e  $&en ts be those neutron@ which aadies~go coIlisfsn@ at 
speeds greater than x which produce neutrons of speed lssa than a. 0 
That is 
eaying that xo i~ large enough that the rate of speed gala scattering is 
negliglbls. zo is a .peed which is aeymptotls in two seness. 1% i s  
large enough oo %ha8 the neutron density dsocribcsd in 139 B B B U ~ Q I  dtn 
asymptotic for= and it. is emall enough eo that neutrons arriving fmim 
deecribed pravicbuslky. With n(x) knows (wsrfkhin an arbitrary conegant), 
S(x) ie determined d t h i n .  an a r b l t r a ~ j  con~tant. hfthgr t h m  aqast the 
is maintoinad by adjusting the snormaliaatbsn of atha nsubons density. 
Such a aiiortl._a8%aatic%n adjusts the amplitude; of the neutron distribution 
to display graphically the affect sf absorption. 
vliith n ( x )  known for  r 2 xo. S(x) i~ known m d  squation 139 is 
Integrating the equation over x p ro f t i d~s  an approximate conservation 
?Q .". P 0 P 
J dxS(x) = D dx n(x8 + dxn(x)V(x)- Jdx ~dyn(y)P(y-x) = A  J ld 
0 0 0 s 0 (14% 1 
The relation is apprcxlsatc because xo # m. For the case of the 
single aaergy hydrogen oscillator thir apprsxix~ation n2;at-y be eetimated 
analiflically. a y  actually integrating equations 76 and 7 4 ,  i t  is shown 
X X X 
in Appendix B that. f 'da rody n(y) ~ ( ~ l r )  differs from 1 %c n ( x ) ~ ( x )  by 
8 6 b 
a eiwgla t e r m  which ika 
2 but for x large. x -1 is large and n(y) may be approximated by Q Q 
2 18%. . Using thia v d a a ,  integrating, and expanding in inverse powsra 
with the first term 
1 
z k Q 4  a 
ZltR xo 5, (a value used in mael calculations) 
@ = O,Q0008f54., .. 
In t$%@ instance the integrated sourea of equation 140 is 
which for the la rgea t  value of A employed (b.14) is equal to 0.153 at 
x = S  ~o that e is a negligible ~ ~ r r d ~ t i ~ n .  Bl, typical integrated @our@@ 
0 
for: all problems is  near erne half for en~alI1 abssrptians. Tha term E 
0 4  equation 143 1s due to  the speed g d n  ecatt~H"bng of nsamtrone (of 
equation 77). The term is small because relatively fa-@ neutrons can 
gain scattar \%en the neutron speed ie much larger than the rnmcir%nul.~~1 
oeciPla$or speed. That is, P Q ~ T ~ )  -ZX 1 when x >> y. The gain scattar 
terms for the averaged energy oscillator isaods91 ape a910 very  sm1l 
for sufflefentlg large neutron speeds. For ~n = % this saw be seen 
directly f rom equation 90. For rn > 1, P(y-) was numerically ~howw 
to be emall (for small y and large x) compa~ed to P(y-] for nearly 
equal y- and x. For example, P(Oe2-r2. O$ = 0,00917 compared $a 
PgZ. 042.0) = 1.965 (m=2). 
la vf sw of the above df rscuatl;lon, Bhs apgrgsximaaon of equation 
142 is fait to be very good for sufficiently largo xo. In fact. It i a  the 
neglect of the speed gain scattering tasrima which leads to the asymptotic 
fortma of n(x) for x >> 1, BO that if numa$d~a~l @o%utieans approach these 
asymptotic forma for x < roe the validity of the approximation i a  
confirmed. 
Equation 1139 is sr911vsd by reducing It to a set sf linear apatione 
in  r anaakeaowno. n(s)  i@ zero may be deEerdnad  directly frorn the 
and defining 
x = ih ,  '?B = A i 8 j  = 1 , 2 , e a e r ,  (149) 
The algebraic equation@ 150 are aitolved iteratively. An idtia1 guess 
and nor-mali zed to satid y neut ran conss r v a ~ o n  (the tilde repre esntf aclg 
nor maIdaation), 
Succssaive agprpoxb:motfon9i are gsnaaatsd by the scheme 
and the nsrma%lPz&tion of equation 152 i~ performed as each new fte%ate 
lia computed. It~~ation is continued until 
Tha integral8 appearing In T(y-) and V(x) for the averaged 
ens rgy -model (equations 131-4 and 126) are aleo co ~ k p t s d  n%umericallg, 
A11 the Sntsg~als may be cast in  the fa rm 
and the %mean value theorem used to truncate the integration. FOE" actual 
computation the value of the upper If :-nit sf integration wae chosen so $a 
f Q x ,  y) C 4 for m=l, and f(x, y) + 3 for !xlag@ea greater t k n  sns. S i m p s o n t ~  
rule i~ useha for the quadratu~e. For m=P all the inbgrands are wsll  
behaved and a mesh apacfng of 0.1 8uPBces for Pour decimal accuracy. 
%$a accuroc y was verified ewpe ri I by %~ar$gng the n~kssh spacing 
and using k~owra value of error  functions as s control. F o r  -rnas@es 
greater %Ran one, some 0% ths intagrands of tks integrals of FQy-x) are 
rapidly va+kag funetf one. Fortunately, in the instances d a r e  the 
imtegr~nds vary rapidly the integrals are small ~omparped to  eather 
terms.  A11 in&egra$ione were ultimately performed with a mesh 
@pacing of 8.05 over the zanges given ab~ve. 
For greater than one fsa ths averaged energy model, 
csmputatfon of thfis source from 140 *with the known P(y-) 10 BI lengthy 
as the computation of the anti rs n~atrfx P, . , T o  cons@ tve computing 
%..I 
time, a modinad ~okarce $B used. $ram the kn0m t h ~ ~ r y  of aeutr0~3e 
sllo%v;svgbng down (14) t$a asymptotic nsutron density is given by (in the 
(as 6 
where S is the true B O ~ B ~ ~ C B  strength, and x &I the IOU~~DCI speed (very 
0 B 
desrernent sf a neutron in a colUeiors with an atom sf maes m, if the 
For rn =: 1, 5 = unity; and tdec rsaaae  with isacre&eing m, appraacung 
The 8oBution POP n(x) given by 156 is 
Z 7-1 
which has the f01E0~ng special forma: 
The approxirnatfon 04: P(y-) is taken fram the t b o r y  ~f re~t 
atom scattering [see aquation 61). 
The appaodmote Boursse then f a ,  from sq~aatiigsn 140, 
Thus the source feeds nautrons infa a limited range of x below xo 
except far m=lo The evaluated source is then 
* 
where So has been chosen Lc absorb csrtain constants $0 that the 
* 
In actual numerical callcazhations S fa multipBied by &/2  bscauae the 
source fras e ~ u a ~ o l m  haa been multiplied by this constant. 
2 
neutron aestdbatia%w ghould as ymptotically approach l /  !$ for large x. 
The integrated eourcs is near one half for odficisntly small abse~rsptiom. 
A s  an ~wa-mplie, the nnutaericdly iategrated ssestee for A -- 0.01, ;2;-.8, 
is 0.49OQ. 
The as@umptions usad in ~a1~ullatlng tBs  approximate source 
are qualitatively coneistent d t h  the ac$&taE integral equation* FOP m=E, 
n(x) aeymptoticallg approach@@ (within ;;a constant) the for.= given by 
equation 158. The form of P(y-) sf 160 appear@ in the eqaatjbon 
multiplied by integral@ h i c k  are slowly varying in tb range of y, 
m+% 
x < y <  x < y. The? btkem~atian of I? for 
$he@@ latter values af y hae bean &@cussed in Sdccti~n 111. Ths ultimate 
test for the validity of the aoaumptions, wbich are applied for  x > xo. 
is the asymptotic behavior of calculated vdues of n(x) fer 1 << x < xo. 
Nknmerfeal Errors 
Actual eozzsputaaone were accompliehed with the! aid of an IBM 
7890 compute~.  FBRT,UN progril-mdng was u ~ e d  to translate, the 
numerical problem into machine language. 
In a seeklae, the azesc~erisal eolutisga 08 the- type sf ewsrtiona 
occurring In the thesis is an experiment, Aesumpeisn~~ inad@ to ppsrdt 
numarfed ccompatationm p r ~ d u ~ e  Q Z ~ Q P S  which co~~agouad with the inherent 
limbta%ions of the machine to produce Iurth~r errors. A precise 
ea~timats of the deviation of the nurnerisal solutions f tom the actual 
solutions is not possible, 'To %@st  he accuracy of a given approdmatfon 
it ie  pos~ib1e ts vary the approximation and obsaave the affect upon the 
sroleetian. Ixs effecQ, an exparimen$ i$ parforrw@d. 
The Bfundar~%ent& errors in the eomputa~on are: 
1) The repliatexnsmrsat of the iatagralg aquation by a decret~ 
a y 8t.e rn of aquations. 
2 )  The a~sumpt lon  of an asymptsB8c form @if nautron density 
far large a p s s d ~ .  
3 )  The eolutiesn sf Oha eysten3 of olgsbrac squations by an 
iterative technique, 
4) po t  the? averaged energy rnod~1, 
a) the assumption of s k n o m  form of P ( x ~ )  in a 
Paage ~gaf calculation, 
b$l and the numger&e&B calculatfean sf the in t eg~a l s  of P(x-y). 
5) 1"sIachfne & ~ ~ Q P I .  
Tha err0r8 of 4)  b) have been discusead. Th@ errors @f 4) a) and 2 )  
afs related. It is belt that the ~ t r o n g e s t  est of the a~@ump&ion@ 
producing $has@ particular srrora i@ $he computed behavior of n(x) 
in regfona of x w b r e  nQx) should assumas fte asymptotic form. The 
raormalizaaon is such &%-sat the amplitude sf n f e "floatingt9. That i s ,  
the neutron d e n ~ i t y  hnction is adjuotsd to conssme B P ~ U ~ P O ~ ~  and th@
fin11 computed a~mplibde 0% the funcMon l a  free. Hf the finat amplitglde 
fat x >> l i a  that as predic led by the? ageumed &sympt@tic fak"a::is, then 
a et~sng ccsnfirmatiaa of the a @ @ u m ~ d   form^ is givaa. That is, the 
equation f s auch that the actual bebavlor of n(w) f e the a~euxned 
behavisr, In a19 actual computations the neatrean d e n ~ f t y  in ithe r a g e  
4 < x 9 x is found to agree very well with the assumed for:xs: Q 
The itaratfva technlqua is s p~v@srful tool! for the eolutfon oB 
large systems 04  equations. The+ convergence of ths finat! iterate to 
satisfy tlxs capitedon 1544 r.z@ano t k t  the final itsrat@ @atisfie@ the 
rsduet8sn in~thods of solving linear ezquaaans are highly sea@c~p.kibls to 
round of1 d r r ~ l  ~ @ c T ? & & P , B ~  of ~U:-~XB$QUI eambtractiona. B ~ e a u s e  tbs 
alsrnsnts of P, are all positive, the te&rativs; method a=snaiat@ eantHreBy 
gJ 
of additlono and multiplications, Such rsnanipufiations are war°farmad by 
$he machiraa in floating dacimal a;a-r%thmstfc so that a tddmkem 0% eight 
oignlficant figures are always retelned. Tha &vision by V j t A  docs not 
involve emall numbers (cf. f igure 3). T o  check a ~arsaiblc?: dependence 
an the f d t i ~ 1  ~UBII, a.081llt run W P I  performed with several dji%feren& 
guessas  ineluding s paa~iallly negative g u s ~ ~ ,  Pn all case8 $ha final 
answers agreed 80 the order QI ascuracy smciffed by squation 154, In 
fact, in vargdnag the parameter A, g~lutigdbrla far a ~ B P ~ Y ~ ~ P U I  valaa of 6 
were used as initial guassaa for the next value O% A* Finat ~oB\9e%oaa for 
ths value of h agoia agreed to five significant B g u ~ a o ,  independent 
sf the initial value of A from \wM. C ~ I  t:~e C B ~ ~ ~ & I ~ ; % O D  b~gan. 
Tha reduction of the integral! squation ts  a system Q% algebraic 
equation@ f a  er~entially a numerical fntsgradon. Ae the bircherne csf 
equation 119 indicate8 , a f rap@z0ida1 f nt@g hatf 813 is performed. Analytic 
e~tiraation 04 $ha integration error  is DO$ possible, for at beast n(x) is 
k n a m  only numerf callsgp. The effect of &rar@ng the ::%gh L ~ I C ~  ng, h, 
wa@ detgerdned to be ~n2s%r1g! once a adffcieantly eraall 1BB wag C ~ C ) S O ~ ~  
A practical lower limit of h i a  d e t s r d n e d  by macMsnre @torage 
capabillfffiee. h -- 0.01 for tbs range O s x S 5.0 produces 500 eqwtfona 
and T,. then has t 50 ,008  efemsnt~ .  FOP the two vdues  eaf h.: 6.10, 0 . 0 5 ,  
the esIButiofa for the averaged energy modal for mass one oarfed only 
in the fourth significant figure. 
Compared d t h  other arprore, ~macgne errors alps not deemed 
significant. 3Aachine programs compata elementary functbona, B.  g.,  
square roots, arctangants, exponsntf ale, etc . , to eight 8ignUicmt 
figures. A11 arithmetic i~ performed tadth floating decimal point 
locstfoa w'8.deh mlniwiizag rowd off error axcspt for tho subtraction 
of wasrly equal quantities jr. Afa mentioned, ths iterative tschdque; 
avoids ~uktractid;bn~. El~ewhere in $he con~putatfoaa, a very a m d l  
nu: ,r~b~r i g  tbe desired I Q I U ~ ~  for ~ubtra~tfon of nearly equal numbers. 
Only in the conagutation of the integral8 fop rn > % is subtraction of 
nearly equal small na%txsb@rs liksly, and ths comptpaktisn 06 the integral$ 
w a ~  p ~ f ~ r i " ~ l i @ d  ~eparately to insure their ~medoth vadihtf~n. (Round off 
errors typic ally dfaplay a atati et%cal vadotian which produces a 
charact~~isti9: i k e a n d ~ ~ f 2 i n  a function wMeb 8s actually dme3othly 
varying. ) 
A8 an additional check sn the entire numerical procedure and 
to ~ S F O V ~ ~ Q  c ~ r f i p a r i s ~ n  values of the neutron dist~fbutioa,  the Wigner- 
vdikine equation was solved (rnzl) u ~ f n g  the method@ of thie section. 
f t  is felt (although net groved) that anal gaaamsrfcal v d u ~ s  of 
n(x) are ~ C C P B P Q % &  $O three sigefbicmt figures. Fhig ascParPacy l a  m@re 
than sdfici en$ fop quditative corapari@~n~ with ~0njlfen3po rary BT~;'$QP$ 
mental and theorsMeaL work,  greater B C C U B P ~ C Y  were nasded f ~ r  a 
~pecif ic  catlculatisn using the computed values oP n(x), tlaa accuracy 
sf the above procedure could be refined by ueieng more oophisticatad 
quadrature scheme@ and finer iwtegration meshes. 
equotlsas representing the vo~ioue modal@ are given below. 3v5wirr~um 
capabiblQ;He& of the p ~ $ ~ g r a m s  written given in parenthe~88~~. 
ge of 8oPkeation~ 
Wiesh spacing h 
Other idsrraxatf on: 
Tkgs ssum~ricaD prascsdures outlined in this eactton are the seault 
of the refinement of :much cruder initial attempt$ to solve the neutron 
bala3ce @quatian. Nur91erical m~c3thods that were lsatiia satisfactory a m  
diecusaed in Appendix E ,  In addition, Appendix E contains the final 
f a r m  06 the actual program@ used to compute n8x). 
For the singla energy oeci&%aQor rnod~l  the neutron den~bty  
di~t~ibutlon 1@ ~ h a ~ m  !in figure 7. The C U ~ V Q S S  r%pt@s@at tkea~malf zatE~p41 
by hydrogen far three valeassia of be Tb@ attanaaatigan of the curves with 
incrsa~ing B %B a direct result of the abgsrerption of nsiutrono. There 
ig alga a aught disp1~cament of the pe& of the dia%rfbaatian toward@ 
larger apeede d t h  increasing ag380rption~ T u g  di~pf[acelrn@g%t is mare 
pronouncsd in figure 8,  where the effect of larger A eopn the disrt~i- 
bution i s  dlapfayad. The Y @ I P $ % c I B  ecale in figure 8 ie cantinuation 
of the vert l~al  s~dalg in figure 7. 
The dieaplaca~m~nt of the neutron df~trrlbutbesn to higher speeds 
\db$ iincrsaeing A, ~smetienes  caled ";%tbssrpthon hardeningia, i o  a 
result of the f id ta  time required POP the gaurce  neutron^ to asqdre 
tharr.nail 8~8621. For large ki, this time is large, eignce the ab~gsrepdon 
rates PI high. FOP very large &, a@ in figure 8, the rssembimce of the 
neutron distribution to an equilibrium di~td'mtioan dfeappea~s al-moat 
entirely. TKB @fft"ct fax. tka model of' fha the~ia i e  fn qualitative 
agreement with asumerf cakly computed dietributione rewrted by 
13ur-aitz (23) for; t h ~  heavy ~aonat~~~clli~ gas modelo 
Ths approach of the neutron diatdbution to the a~ympbotic 
dstdbuaon for large x is clearly %know in figure 4 .  Although the 
exact equatiaa was computed far Q -S x s 5.0, the computed value at 
x - 3.Q is Q,1134 for A = 0.01 while the vaHae sf 


H@ 0.1100. 
Figure 9 display@ the neutron aeatributiarr: Pos ~2 0, The 
appearan~~6 ~13rf the n0a-eqaI1Hbrlum "tail." Se sbesrwn cfearly. The! 
actual values of n(x) in. tixis curve are n~k;  BB r~liigble as the ffaQues 
computed for WOP-S~FB A .  The neutk~n  C O ~ S ~ J F V B B H D ~  aarmallizatfon 
of iteratee i@ no-0~ sible ffsa A = Q because of divisioa by A. Fgalr 
Oha computatfean af figure 9 ,  iterates w s r a  noama1ia;ed to m&ntaiw the 
r-naimum value of n(x) ~ c a n ~ t a n t .  & l~iaxwreljbiaan is dram on figure 9 
to ill-eatatrate the qualitative deviation from an emquf~ibriiram d~tribuaon. 
Two experimental valueo of neutron dfstribaation~ fclr thermal%- 
zatian by z i r ~ ~ n i ~ l m  hydrlde are reported in the literature by Beyrjrtes 
et al., (24). Both experimental values are rnaasurements in ZrHIe 5. 
0x1. measurement is for an unpaisoned assembly oa = 0.49 barns per 
hydragsn atom and 8th second measurement i8; for a boron poieoned 
aa~embly,  o 4. $5 barn$ pr hydrogen atom, 
25 
Ueiaq large ~ c a 8 e  plat@ of th~s exparirnea3i9a1 observaa-iong 
f u r ~ e h a d  by Bayetsr,  a csmpal~f&ow of the single energy o~cf1lator 
model (rma~l) HAB pssf bls. Ths exp@rirn@ntal quantity 1mea~3ur@d i~ the 
neutron f l u  p r  unit energy, 
#a) = vn(E). (16%) 
Because of the Jacobian sf the trant~sf~rma~on from enepgy to opaed 
where rn is the a ~ u t r o n  mas@ which i a  unity in the oyetarn caf udts  
n 

employed 12% the thessai~ Etn tea.na@ of dimeakaionlssrs variable@ ws4ed for 
the singlea energy o~cililattsps model 
vvhere Eo is the oscillator energy. The constant c ie not relevant, tor 9 
%ha n~utresn diebtribut$enna may be arbit~arfly ncartnalized. TETLer@f~re the 
astribueione;1 of figure 4 or 8 may ba campared with experimental neutron 
2 flux distribution@ by plotting them versus Eox and adjusting tha ampli- 
tudes. For rzfrcaniurn i~ydride the experf ~ . z ~ @ m t e s l  value of @ is 0.137 @v (16). 
0 
For O = D ~ ( v ) v / ( Q ~ ~ ~ ] =  0.10, figure 10 show. a cornpariron of the 
computed distribution of the single energy sascil1atoaa model 4 t h  %hs 
experimental dfs$r%baegon. Ths a~mpllftude? of the single energy oscillator 
-model rn@utsPOn dfstdbaatic~n was adjusted to coincide with the eaxperim@m&ali 
rizaullt~ a& 3.425 sv. Fhs campabated value of A, wing a ecizttaring croee 
~ectfopi: of 20.36 barn8 kesr hydrogen and the r e p e e d  valizs CT = 4,95 B 
barns /hydrogen atom, is 0,104, The affect of an addition of 0.804 to A 
i~ not dliscesrd"aa8e sxl the plat of figure 10. Thermallaation by eilrconium 
atoms is neglected, A measure of the affectfvenraegs of a material ia 
slowing dawn neutrons is a quantity k n o m  a s  the moderating power (131, 
N t a ,  11681 
where N is the a % o d c  d e n ~ l t y  a d  $ fe defined In @~uatiasirt, 157. 'The 
ratis of tibia quantf*sy bar h>?Earogea and zireonnium ie, Psa Zrt-X 1.5 ' 
NEUTRON ENERGY (ev) 
Figure 10. Comparison of single energy oscillator neutron distribution with experimental 
results for Z,Hl0 
ao that hydrogen $8  much raoaa effective in %he gbelpmali@ing proce@@ 
than zirconium, 
'The brokan caarv~ in figure I0  fa the neutron distribution 
calculated from a modiff cation of Ne;lkin8@ watar model scattering 
kernel (5). In the cbsnaputer pagegram calculating thermalisati~rii using 
the N@l$ki n ~cattesirsg Ecernsl (2 5).  t h ~ r m d e a t f o n  by giltcodurn i e  
negl6cted. 
Ths dip of the experi;nenta1 curve near O ,  l4 @V f b the quantum 
r%aschadcall sUect eal reetricted energy t r ~ n @ f a r  which the classical  
oscillator model cmnot display. Sfdlar distortions of the experimental 
curvs are barely visible at 0.27 av and 0.41 QV, Such effects might be 
aimdated with ti%@ ~lr~k@~;li~a1 OBC%~P~&QF B:meadal by suphsmppsing the singla 
snargy oscillator aclutions for nXo. 2 ,  , , &with the amputode of 
the individual sclutions weighted by the Bol tem~nn factor exp(-nEo/kT) 
and $he atatiatical waight of each state, This procedure @odd bs 
accsmplshsd by ueing s single solution of figuse 7 and appropriately 
adjusting the &maasionlees speed x. 
Figure It ~ h o w s  a single energy a~ciBlatesg m d e l  neutron dsneity 
curve compared with the other sxpeilrimsntal cutv@ giv~n by Beyetar 
(a .r 8.49 3 ~ ~ a ~ l h y d ~ & 8 g @ n  atom). caleul&t@d @xp~tei?%dntd value of 
& 
A is 0.130 and the value of A = o a v / o s v q  u ~ e d  for the single energy 
oscillator fit l a  also 0.130. But in &is caae Eo was not ipken to be 
0.137 ev. Inatead a value of Eo= 0.091 cv was usad. It is felt that in 
tbds case the sxperi;?~e~ntali neutron s ~ c t ~ u r n  i~ not rsprsrsntativa aof an 
infinite medium. Beystes acknowledgee the effect of a f idte  a@s@mb%y 
0.1 
NEUTRON ENERGY (ev) 
Figure 11. Comparieon of single energy oscillator model neutron 
distribution with experimental results for Z r q o  
on the dia?strSbat%~n in hi@ article. fda exbating Oheoq can account for 
the $hi& af t he  neutron aatrfbution for Pha order of magnitude cUg a@ PGZPC e 
sf absl;orpt%an between the two sxpe~f  menee. 'The sffectsre af a finite 
asssersmblly ara mar@ p r ~ n ~ u n e e d  for ~n~allEl absorption. In the lees 
absorbing @xper%txsnt the e e m  E F ~ Q  wth to absorption for a. neulsposn 
is ten tinlee38 os great as in the asrperimeaaf; containing mope abrorption. 
Consequently, the @&cap% of nsantrams frola the aesembly %e much 
more important. The qualitative effect of n e ~ f r ~ ~ h  &@cape i~ to "co~ja" 
ths &rstribution, that is, to shift it in favor of Bower epeede. T ~ B  
ahift is reflected in the smaller value of Eo uead to fit the axperimsntpl 
curve 4 t h  the sf ngle en@ rgy  O I C ~  llator raasdel. 'The gaod qaalf tative 
fit obtdnad indicates that application of the oecillatar model may be 
regarded f~ippm ~ n ~ t h e r  viewpiat, The model may be ~eparlisd as a 
single parameter (Eo) fit ta experimental data. (U tha dependence of 
A upon Eo i~ ignored a two parametar fit i s  poneible. 1 The availability 
of a d y  two expeAmentai &strbbutlone doe8 no% a e r d t  testring QI this 
~tesntiallty. 
Figure 12 asplays the so~mngutationall rserulto far the rmalbiaath 
by the averaged energy oscflBatsr xn~del  Wjath a hydrogen oscillatar. 
For cornpariaon, the dotted &urves represent sslutrions of the nnona- 
k0mfc hydrogen gas model @*ation@ (reference (1). Appendix B) for  
the $ 8 2 . ~  V ~ B H ~ E I  06 ~ b s o r p t i o n ~  Both @eta of caasvee agproacb the s a w  
valueha for Barge x ,  The, r~omtoaraic gas model curve8 are pe&ed mear 
x .: I, O as lr~i, a Maxwellfen, 

Figure 13  show^ the vadaliow of the neutron distribution cot;cl- 
put@& -wit$ $.he anvaraged esnerzy nssdel for ato rns of af fe ren t  : ~ a a s s s @ .  
The aaaaeaes 2, 9 12 regresant deuteriua~,  Seryl l iun~,  as& carbsn, 
re;.spctfvalg, corraspiiliding PQ ~x'4aterials actuaBly used i n  naclsar 
;-, ^ 
reactors4;, Chs main variation sf tha curves f o i n  the asymptotic 
r& 
approach to I /Fx  (fig. 83b) .  This implfess that if the quantity & = A / <  
ete 
-were held conatant In a caBa=ulation the curves ehau41d be practically 
* 
identical after gauitable normalfzati~n. Xf tnis supposition be $FIX@, the 
,%~a%s dependence sf equation 128 is effectively restricted ta %he ~ A Q I  
grising when the detailed ma88 depeadefnce of equation 3828 is exa:nin&d. 
Soae  upport bar the C ~ % ~ ~ " E C B U E ~ ~ Q F B  i  given by conaidering the constant 
which contain@ ths three intrinsic para~~%etars  de cribing the thermalzing 
iqeaurn. 'bwever, f is tha mean logarithixic energy decrease dsr 
neutron scattsring beg motionlsss ato~me. And it is tba sffee~ve deersage 
s f  f due $0 thermal atside motion& wMch inclraaaas the a:nplitude gsf 
In the appxodmate dfBessn%ial equation d a ~ c r f b i n g  &her maldsation 
b y  a heavy rnonato1%ie gas Q2)# A it.% thei only imra~aeter appearing. 
0 
TbHs appz~xisnata aquaaon is derived by an expansion in Snveraa powsrr 
a-3 A he quantity appearing in equation 128 i e  then TCo. Instead of 6=0.01 
tor all m. fib r 0.01 for all rn and $A = 0 .  Ol for m5I8 sAo= 0.00725 lor 
M- 
a 0 
.i-2, etc. Hn eifect dscseaafng values of A are used for increasing m. 
Dacraaaing Li ~ ~ C B ~ P I & I  the value of the ~"silaxirn~uia of n[x) relative to 
%ks asymptotic value of w(x). 


aE tha atomic maes, neglecting tsrrma of O (See Appendix B. ) 
For the rasults of figure 13. the dependence upon A. seems to hcld 
svsn for m=t wMd=h is not a large mass. 
The ethibmof $he peak esf the diotrfbutHons ~f ngure 13 to l a ~ g e r  
x 4 t h  inereaging -o$  i~ 19a q%aa;lbftatHve agreement with csmpriaonsis o.f 
the moeaatkarmlc gas made1 %or m=l and an 321 made by S u r d & %  and 
NePkfn ( 2 % ) .  
Aa  inacoted in Section Ill,, if the neutrgln df@trfbutioaas of the 
averaged energy a~eillator i~ochel are to bs characterized by a mtgzssial 
temperature, an efb~?e&iv@ temperature mnu~$ be ueed. That is, far 
very small abao~ptfons the neutron distribution itl a Ia~weBliaa, the 
peak of ths distribution c o ~ r e e w n d n p  to the meet pxsbabla neutron 
egaad %e aaas s ~ l ,  In the scale amployad for Piguare~ 12 and 113, xmll 
represents an energy kl', or 0.029 ev for T 3 OO'R. The di~l r lbut ions  
sf figure 13, howevaar, a r e  p ~ a k e d  fn the neighborhood af x = 0.72 
(7119 and PZ) carrasponding tc 0.013 ev at T = 3 0 0 ' ~ .  Pf the effective 
t emprsbrs  euggeeftsd by %he average energy of the ~ecilblatcpr @wed 
d@t~butlon fe c b ~ s e n ,  
e9a 
T .: ET, 
the pe&s of &he two dfstribartf~ms of figure 13 correspond to neartlpgsa 
enargf ss of 0.826 ev. 'n'he effective temperamre ehoesn in 17% m k e s  
the avsrage s m ~ g y  of &%-a@ OSOCIE~B~OBP @peed ~@tr$bu%i6n (equatf~n 123) 
correapnd to the average energy of a M&xwellian atom @ p a d  bistrf- 
butfiosb. 
A different choice of an effective temperature is p r b p 5  ~ O P B  
physically pPaueiblces. Far the Einstein and Debye models of e~ye;tdUt.~e 
eolide, cbaractsrf $tie temperature are defined for the predicae~n 04 
~peclflk: heate. The motion of atom8 In the Ekn~tsfn and Debye mod@&& 
is Mmwellbian, but ti%@ E@mp61~1turb charactr3rieing &b dis%ribax"eon is 
not the matediial temperaarea (Lamb (26) ). The relations between this 
h@ung%er~tur@, the rnaterfal te.mper&tea~s% one2 the characterlrtic Ein@teig.g 
or Dabye femperakrs are given 'by D r e ~ n s r  (27). 
where O -. and & are thc Einstein and Debya characteristic ternpara- 9% 
tures. Foa. rnaleriai tomparaares large compared to @ car @ 
%he e &ffffecGve tsmw ratures approach the material t s ~ ~ p o r a k s p e .  Far 
materials with small O or O then, the sffestive temperatures of 
172 and 173 would 13s near the rmaterf  81 tem2e~stzlre. But barp.%lium and 
graphite h a v ~  aaomalously high Einetsin and Debye te:-fngeraturee near 
* 
 COO' ((14). Taking 8 ,= 1 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~  T= 3 O O ~ K ,  gives TE= 5 3 7 ' ~ .  i'iitil 
.& 
this tec2perature the peak 0% the dfs.t~iFsut%orrs ( m = " a d  12) of figure 113 
corsrasponda to E = 0.023 e-P,  
Thus for beryllium and graphite, tile us@ @f an effective rA~kzate&al 
ternprature for the averaged energy oscillator atomic model ~ B B ~ C B B  
the most probable neutron energy near the most probable neutron energy 
of a thermal equilib~ium dBdzri$utfonk$, (A& Bong as tkne! m;at@dal 
temperature lo not much Iargsr than 1000"~ .  ) Such a conelueiora ~ B B  
not true of the heavy gas atomic tasdal (2) wMch predicts a ma@$ 
p~obable energy near kT u~ing &he ,mgbte3rfeilll t ( ~ m p ~ r a b g e .  %e% the ginriateain 
o r  Bebye atomic mgsdslt were used &%p provide an effective tarnpe~ature 
* for a M=wel4%an ston=n &peed disrtribut%on in beryllium err graphits, k T  
wegre large! compared d t h  the Eln@srte%a or Debye tempraturs. 
Although the a m  of an effective tampssseature mag be u~iasd to 
interpret the most probable energy of the neutron distrfbtatione 0s the 
nature 0f the distribution differ@ from a. thermal eqdlibrium dfatri- 
bution, TMB affaranee may be @@an fer m=li in figuse 12, where far 
e m l l  V ~ U B B  09 A the dotted caerves are nearly M=wall&ian in the range 
O -S x S 2.0. f$ is tM8 detailed dfffersnncs in ths distribution that rapre- 
sent@ the internal stmctura of the averaged energy oscillator -model. 
The ascillntor modela d~vek;P~ped in the thesis represent atomic 
prnotfona WM ~ & g  are only c crude approxi mattoas to actual ago mic motiganss . 
The energy axchsnge scattering c;aps@s eec@on~  derived frem the model@ 
do not gatiafy the p r in~ lp l e  of detailed balance Be tht the equSUbrfa%ri.~ 
pneutlpon dstributiorie described by $ha model$ is ao"kfaxweliliwD Never- 
t h e l e ~ e ,  the axadel8 represent aa attenrspt to account for the effect@ of 
c$einicaH binding, The attempt Beeme moet sueeeeaful in matcMng titoe 
e x p e A  mentd neutron datrlbution in z % r c ~ d u m  &ydAde, a matgdal  for 
which the efiest of chezx2ical binding IB pronounced. The appareat 
succega s in rsf rcoaf urn h y d ~ i d a  :nay, however, be co%ncidera&al. 'ma 
axpadine mtal data i:my be unrelf able, partf cealarly becadas sf nevelron 
leakage froxn the binits?! as@@r~blhy, The prediction of the neutron 
di$tr%butisn in ansther rnetal feydride for wUch the hydarogcn atom 
energy fe well defined would be a. much -more, aatiefying %eat og the? 
single energy ~ 1 ~ 1 I l a t o r  model. UsaOortaanataty experimental pa4 B B U ~ ~ B  
are lacat available, 
&10re experfm~ntPEB reaultr anre needed, too, to test  the 
~@eibi%ity O b t  the a1ngHe energy osefl%atos% m&el could be conaidered 
a parsmetric .fit to  gsbparervad dfetributtsns. At least three measure- 
ments m d d  be neesd~d to calibrate paramelsrs. 
I 
The averaged energy anode1 developed mag not represent the 
meet suitable choice of oecillatar energy distdbutioae. The &atrfbaiora 
choajsen in the the#$& f @ used to illustrate the sm thod. T"aa eetud msdslt 
uesd provides nsaltron dfstriboltfona which anre gualitativeHy lnteqreted 
Bra t e rms  of affeedvef: mtsriaB tamperakraa ,  Agdn, axpari~aeatal 
tz3easureanenta are needed to test $he approprjratiena~~ e~f these 
tsmp@rature@. 
Jn either ths cage of a parametric fit or "ehe choice of ;%a 
effective tempe~stura to compare thasrstical dkertributions 3vfth experf - 
medal &str fba ioa~ ,  the advantage 4 0  be g d n % d  from the rmodela of the 
the@$@ weuld depend apes, the prediction of s ye9 unmsa~used detributfoa. 
Fer one@ a repr@sewta:ivcs dfetdbuhfsn w @ ~ " e  ob&&ned, it ndght preave 
more advantsgeous ts fit an analflfc function t ~ ,  i t  rather than to US@ the 
rfiesdels ~ o b  the thsrfma. 
A &$ad~%ntag@ 8i m&6?El dbf &he th@$ib %B that they i?A3?B PQt 
-;Bar@ amenable to analytic solution. Alt!~.ssugh $hi@ disadvantsgs $9  
i n h ~ r e n t  in all therrs'gaPie&tiai% ~ o d e l s  ~ x s e g t  he heavy g a ~  r~~sde' l ,  a
~ l s ~ p 1 e  t-qode% to account f o ~  chemical binding whAch c o d d  be h a d l e d  
an&l%@ically ,t;dould be of great practical utilitye .!?or the estfm.&tion 
0% reacto;aP charoe%@rk"ist%~,s dependant upon the thermal neutron dlstri- 
bastion, e .  g. , the t s  r13psraturs coefficient of reacMvity, nuxxsrHca8 
solution@ ar@ of I f d t e d  asefulnea s becaudse the depejrndsglcs upon 
pasfsa~etare i a  diagrxised. An extensioa of the r n ~ d s l s  of the thesis to 
the i?robB@rn of spatiahiy dependent dfsstributfon~ would nacaagarily 
require nssi-amdsrbca1 solutions. 
The Lm.t-rodals of the theoia scss:m mast applicable ts systems in. 
=hick ells t h e r r i g  a toa~s  arc; @troa%gly b u d ,  1% f a  in these 
s y ~ t e s a s  that $ha M B U ~ ~ O F B .  d iee~f  bution dsvf ages most markedly fa°o<n an 
eq.diXbri,xm dfgtdbutisga even Psr small &beorpasn. Gsnsequently the 
&st us1 neutron dlsf ributi6n l o  moat important in these @yss;terna. The 
-modal@ of t h s  thesis, despite the nunnergPute, and I O M ~ % ~ ~ $ I  crude, 
approximati~na made, provide a rraaang by which strong b%n&ng can 
be taken f nto account. 
ge lth the s&~~r2>2tfions mads i n  the text of $Be theaia :=3(xv-v$ 
is defined by 
In this aI3peghdix, the above sbzps.ee@ion is avalusted for a variety aP 
ate-m speed distribution& hA(u) and the details of the integration in the 
this ava8ua"iion. T i m  second sectian contains a completion of the 
-- . 
svaPaotisn for a msnatsr12ic gas 8$8r'9& s p e d  distribution, a'ze In4&~?- 
g~ationaas~ folp the gas atora spaad diatributiion ore given here Icy three 
raaaonr: 18 ths Inte&,-~ebtionc do net api3ea~" in the literatare, 21 the 
gen@rwL aachdque emplsysd is applicable to tho ato.%.ic :A20u~83 a.f the 
thesis, and 3) there ia an e~ssnt fa l  esmpEication intrsa,- :ed by the 
~-b10be?l8 ~f thf2 g8lbdb@ ~ k d ~ h  $ @  bizh%ieht~d by  COLT^^&$^ VA$h ehg! il3.&3- 
gra"eioaa of the gag mo&e%. 218 third and fourth sections of t l~e  
al~psndix ape devoted ts the evaluation for the t w o  ~~?ocaclia of the thesis. 
'*hen tho change of variable 
f s made, the c0nGit10n that v =: v 
mzx 
1s $he hypas$ola 
NEUTRON GAINS SPEED 
v > w  
and the line@ y -- * l become the lines 
The eaesa ole v > w and v a w are coneiderad eaparately. 
-. @hew v > w the positive branch of squation A-3 is ahown in 
f igure 1. The lines y DJ l inteesect the kp axis at v 2 0 (Point (a) ). 
The liaags ( h - 2 )  intersect the h ~ s r b o l a  (81.3) at 
piat  (b) Q = -1 u = ( m + l ) ~ - ( m - % ) ~  
which are po~it ive  values of u ~ h e n  v > W. The r d d m u - m  point (d) cf 
The u value of the intercept sf the line u = -1 (point ( a )  ) is 
This value is than the dnirnautm point (d) of the hyperbola when 
>'hen this cri$eAon t e  satisfiad theire ara three onbre@ons of ia%$e- 
@ration as indicated in  figure 1. 'Tbs u bsaanda&e%s of% these tsgiena are, 
introducing the aota~on a = (mi1)/2m, s = (m-B)421%, 
#hen criterion A-8 is nod satisfied, that f o  when 
cv  > IW, (A-10) 
subregion I vanisheii3, The u boundaries of regions If and PI1 remain 
the @am@. The boundaries on M are2 $he hyper%Tso%a in B U ~ P ~ ~ ~ Q P  I, the 
line Q = -1 and the byperbola ia subregion II, and the lines = T 1 in 
aubregigitasi IHI, 'H"hese value$ 0 4  v are 
Ira tartno of tire variable@ of equation A-2 the relation of 
equatian A-l $8 
where v ~ ~ n t r b b u t e a  the extra f ~ c t o r  of mSl and the Jacobfan sf the 
b: 
variable change produces a factor Z m w ,  The indefinite integral af 
the v integration of A-12 is 
Evaluating this t e r m  with the v l imits  of equation A-11 gives, a f te r  
some algebra, 
2 2 2 2 11: v t V m  u -m(v -w ) - mu-w I I 
The relative magnitudes of the quantities in  A-14 which may be 
negative a r e  determined below. In subregion I, when it  exists,  the 
assumption of the inequality 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 v tm(v -w ) 
v > 7 / m  u -m(v2-w ) implies that u < 2 
But when subregion I exists, integration on u contributes in  the range 
u < av-cw, (A-16) 
and if this upper bound of u i s  l e s s  than the value of u of equation A-15 
then the assumed inequality of equation A-15 i s  valid. Now 
When subregion I exists,  cv < aw, s o  equation A-18 i s  
aw-cv < 2v, 
which i s  the situation considered. Thus, when subregion I exists,  
In order that subaregione 11 and IfI coatribute; to the integration@, u 
mug8 be fe the tangs 
U > av-cw, 
and av-cw 1s grszatez than  bin when v 3 w so that 
C O ~ ~ L S & S  and by subgatituting equation A-I84 into equa~on A-12, P(w-V) 
When cv 3 aw, oubregion Pt does not e&@& and the f i ~ e t  integral ei! A-23 
When v S hv the positive sg?ctigan~ of the h ~ e ~ b o l a  sf equaaon A-3 
are @hewn in figtn~s 2. The lines 0%-3 ibntsr~sct the w mi8 at p r b ;  0 
(wine (f) I .  The lines (A-2) i n t e r ~ e c t  he hmarbola ( A - 3 )  at Oha 

point (g) t3. s -1 u .: av-cw if av > C W ~  
~ ~ d . 1  u = c w - a v  If av < sw, (A-24) 
U av < cw the line! = -1 does not fatelreect the hyperbola at pssitivs liat 
and the subregion I does not axbrt. The u Boua~daries of the subregion@ 
UP: a a r + c w S u s a .  
The Mundariea of v are the Line& (hub) in subregion I, Lhs hflsrbolha 
a~ the Ifne p = $11 Hge subregion II, and the brmchse of' the h=esbo¶a in 
subregion IIPlb. These values of w are 
II: 2 2 . Z V ~  rn u .m(v2-w2) L: -v + 2m[uwtc(vZ-wZ)3 (A-26) 
The result@ of tkae v integration arc very sin28lar to epua~on A-14 
except that the rsgigstns ore labelbed differently. They are 
1: w 4 - m u -  w-mu I I 
Again the relative zisgnitudes of %ha quantities which may be 
negative in A-27 must bs deterdxned. & sub%p&gi~n I, when i t  saeHsta, 
tho integraaerri! on a contributes when u %a in the range 
I3 -= &V-CVJ , (A -28) 
and av-cw e w / m  when v ( w which Eie the! ejibuotion here cowsfd~rsd.  
xn order that ~anbaeg;;.fone 11 and ]IPE centribat8 to BgSle inte?grati$jon@ 9$ \$PUB$ 
be in the range u % (nv-cwl  . Now (av-ew12 is graatsr than 
aw-cv > Zv, or w > Y. T h u ~  the inequality 
A127 i o  Eee written and &he gubetitution of the evaluated v integratliesn 
where the fits$ integral ie  omitted if av < CW, 
It f a  apparent that a. syrnmetrg exists between the relatieas for 
v w and Y 2 w. A p@@@ibilli%y that is not apparent is that the vanishing 
of the ~ u b r e g i ~ n a  f may no% & ~ Q C %  the nan-zero values of P(w-). EOBV- 
ever ,  ths vsn1isslhfng of the subregions does determine the pinat at d i c h  
P bscomsg SGFO. The?@@ ~ b s e ~ v a g f ~ n s  are made more ~ p ~ c b f i e  1a the 
folllodng secaonl c 
a - A .  P(x*q) F 8 R  A bi8MATO?+4BG GAS ATON SPEED DISTkXBUTIOM 
The ncsrmalizer.8, dle3tributlisn of setom speeds for a ~ Q H ~ B ~ O ~ I C  
gae fa  a Mewelllia;bn: 
Ij3Tith f h i ~  @peed &@$ribeation the first integral of equation A-23 I@, 
writing B ;s: 2 / (  fi A), 
becomes 
and the integral coatrfbuB&a ooly when aw > ev when subragion f sx f~ t s .  
The r e m i d n g  integral@ of equation 8-23 a ~ e ,  after the same QP 
Ths ' l i d t e  of fntcegration are similar to expreea~iones, defined in the text 
@(v, .fa) - $6 (aw t cv) 
where 9(X) 6e am uanormalllizsd error function. 'The integration@ of 
equation A-3 7 give, in a. e i ~ B a r  fasus%n, 
The expre~sions of A-39 and A-40 are to be combined wbea 
X 3 0, f .  e., when aw cv. Using &he Hdawtitfa%r 
Now 81 cv > aw and X c 0, only the exgre8sfone of equaaoa A-40 need 
2 
+ ~s~~ [ f ib(v+w)-m(~+x)  
I? 
I 
+ ~ a * "  [m(a-@) + fib (w-v)] 
which is the oame result ar equation A-44 but only bscauhae the error 
function ie am ~ d d  fmction, T ~ U S ~ B  the vadsung of subregion P doe@ E%Q& 
affect the final result fcr P when the atom apsad distribution Mo(u) i s  
used when v > W. 
When v 6 w, the integrations sf squetirsn A-33 are very similar 
to the%@@ j us t  prfsrmsd. Again the first integral should be considerad 
The r e m t d n q  term@ of equa~sn A133 aka, when evaluated, 
W%ea av > cw ( x  =I. 0) combiaing A 4 8  and 8 - 4 9  gfvse 
When rt < O equation A-49 one io 
w ~ c h  l o  the earn& value ae squatisn A-5% becauoe -I(-K) = I(K), a d  
The total result for P{w-r\r) for the ;\~iaxwelliasan d@tributitotnsi 04 
The farm of P ia very much abmpIer when mgl. bVqken m=l, 
a=l, c=O, Q=x=$v, and @-X=bw. Equation Aga-53 a b v e  B P ~ ~ U C ~ B  $0 
Tim atom s p e d  drtributfon for tbs singla energy o~cill%ator 
model &e 
the integxatfrome of equations A-23 and A-33.  Pg ) thus baa &%berent 
form8 depandisng u p n  the n'zagnitude of U relaavs to the u vaJta?isa wMch 
chracterfaa the vadous eubrssgicdnr~ a% integration. ]En additfsn, 
reetricd~iae are placed on the w iigntagtalion of the integral eqbatfon, 
POL" example, if w < cvla, sub~k@@~k~ I doe@ not e d e t  and P(w-$ = 0 
if U C I%V-CW. That its, the Bowsr If-mit ~ 8 %  f8%te?gration ow w is (av-U$/"c. 
that the integral equation itself ha@ different form8 &8pa&ng u p n  the 
, magdtude sf v relative? to U and $he a t o ~ a  aswas8. Ths detailed eon- 
Three different integrationa occur in aqmtisn AeZ3 and A-Q3* 
With the @wed dit~ta~ibutiebn A-5% these are 
2 r du 1 = -  2 -1 u = - sin nJm 48 3- 
du 2 
- - seeh -1 u 
m T u u 
Ij  becomes 
The vabrioue fotme of P are denoted by the following ehodhmd 
Po4(~O): U cw-av when w 3 aiav/ic 
In A-$1 and 44-62? the s u b ~ c d p t s  g and L gigdfy neutron speed gd%a md 
loss. Usiag squations A-23 and Pa-33-nd the indefidte integrals I1. 12. 
and Ig tha terms cf squation A-61 bcccms 
At tMai%s win$ the vanisMng of gubregion T for neutron @peed g d a  must 
be considsrsd. U %he subregioa doaa not contr ibute (aw-cv .< 0) the 
term ZA13 in A-64 should not appear. Sowever, since I3 ccntains only 
cdd functions the remaining term in I3 l e ,  in effect. 
But this is just the eontributica of both terms in P j  when aw-cv 0. 
Thus the vanishing sf the eubregion i e  accountesd far by ttbs @ b a g @  in
sign in aw-cv. The sa9me obeema~ons apply to P below. "$$hen 
,% 
evaluated P ie 
%g 
aw-CV -1 av-cw + ofn 
U2-(ov-cw) 2 
v+w -1 av-cw c ,ssch 
P is, ~ymboPicaBGy, J 
3g 
and when evaluated is 
The expreesbon~s of aquation A-$2 are svalguat~d in  a e i d B a r  mmasr. 
Because w is now greater than v the indefinite integral it should be 
Again, the vadsMng of the subregion I do@@ not &feet the above 6%- 
P = 2mAI1 lit 
pression when av-cw i e  allewcd to chpnge sign in the latagpal XI. Haw- 
- dm-4, 
ever, the maduBue of ~ V , C W  mu@t be used An the intagpal E2 to kccp the 
graticn for I2 only occurs when u 2 0. The aams results hold for P3) 
us 0 
and P2 is 
u=(av-~si$r) ti=U u=U t = a ~  
below* Evaluating equation A-70 gives 
r 
ill -+ n h I l  
mi(aw- cv) 
u= 0 u= lav-cwl Bz= tav-Cwl t= P 
2 Vu ( a v - c w )  2 
i h ( v i w ) l i  I -d13 (A-70) 
The I&@% term in eqaaMsa9 A-Tl can bs arranged tg comwrs ~=oz& 
elossly with P 
Eg ' 
The f nequ~ubgty, 
-1 t is-1 i 1-ft icoth - i t . Z b m ; T * n - - ~  *n(-1) . tan -1 t- n . a+it 9% 
Thus P :mag be written 24 
f 
That last term is the same as if I3 had bsen integrated wlthcut modifi- 
cation and i s  raalk. 
md, d e n  m0dUication8 026 made a@ for P is 2;' 
-1 abVY-CV 
main 
PI 
-2 
-(.v-CW) 2 
- 1 vsw v - W  
-m tg -+ , sech + ~ e e h - ~  
2 7 -(av+cw) t (A-19) 
Ths F axpeperastons ab@v@ are all contiauous at their variaug boga&ary 
mints. 
To determfne w h a ~ e  the P expresofon~ are sppUcaUcs! ire the 
integral equation a $ria% agnd error proceee %a neeeeaary, The pnsoceeB 
88 sy@tam&~sed belg$%vo bat w.ueh of the iP&tial codusion Pn sash a 
proce~sa is anot indicaesd by the ;1~laly~%s. In genera% there two 
rang@@ of w relative to v in wMch the forms of V vary. These are 
pration dstea~dne  rangas of v in which $ha integral equation i a  
8pplicstrble ae wJB as intcc?rra~dfats $&?&age8 ~f integration on we By 
trial and error five ranges of v are fwnd &Bat r~"i&e the fiaequali%les 
(&%I O a v a;; U, 
(b) u s  BPS u/8, 
(e) U l a  6 v 5 
(d) amU S v S r=Ue 
(el nrlu s v  6 a3 e 
The analyeis i~ b c g u  felp VJ < v and ~0mpdl~0e3d Pot the Mve rwss  @d 
(1) 0ePJGrsv 
(a) o c v s u  
E U i e  ~ r s a t ~ r  than av C cw the? applicable saxp~e@@%on of P fs 
but w S V, te%rad 
Further U r av d e n  v s U/s, but U d o  r B that this insquallty i~ 
rosltdi9afied. Sumllli.bp%riaf ng, 
U-av 
w h v when v Ue 
C 
(A-84) 
~o that U 2 sv+cw a d  P So the correct: expreaaion for O s w r: v. 
SEi 
(b) U S v 9 U / a  
ln tM.8 region, again, 
eontdbation to the integral equation in the pangs of v and w $8 
i ~ o  these is 810 c ~ n t d b u t i o n  f r ~ ~ m  P 
3g' 
3ep that in the range e ~ b  v colmsidered the values of w provided by 
caquaaore A-93 are cvla wMch is the critedgen gar the vadoMng of 
contribution ii8 
(d) amU S v S m U  
In this rmge rubrsgisn I f B preaemt wMch cswtrhbutes (P 
when 
2 2 t 2 t 
and v > m U  when v a (&mu) 2 m W ~ ~ F B  amU f~ the lower Udrf. 
of the rmpe  of v conaid@itred, Now ff 
U a av-cw , (A-98) 
avo 0 then w 2- and w~ v when v 5 mZI ao tha(: P contributes to e c 2g 
the integral aquation. U camof: be greater than ~B$B+CW far 
The total of &he n@aatroks gain terms of the iat@gxal& equation in  $Ms 
av- U In this range, --f 2 v + w e ~ d  thus U av-cw and the only 
a gene rd asczar sian permits quick fospmulatioaa of the iatsgrai equaaon. 
p3 c ccoatdbuter~a only wi~aso, O s v S- U. That i e  
__. U-av 2 v only when v U . 
6 
(A-1031 
P21 c ~ n t r i b u t e ~  to all% range@ @f v, 6%ua upper bound for the w 
intograaon of P2& is determined when av < cw aince 
whsnv 2 U. But 
= 5 v only tf v + mu . C 
Thug for U s v m U  the lower limit of the PZk in t~gra t icn  on w is v. 
P ~ &  cantributes only when w < av/c and the conditlcn 
determine@ t b t  Pxt occurs cnly when (av-U)/c 2 r whlcln is only when 
v 2 mu. 
(a) CBsvSU 
The entire fxategl~al ewation i e  summarf~ed in Table I in the text of 
IV-A, V(v) AND P ( w q j  FOR THE A V E M G E D  ENERGY 
OSCILLATOR MODEL 
A@ is wanted out in  $$a text  sf the thetiais, V(v) and P(w-c\a) for 
ths nsr-mdleed di~attibution of atom anergla@ 
The prcaccaas is cuabm$er~~eme but rela~veBy strdghtfarward pmvided 
due cabudsn is sxsrcf~~sd 1.81 choosing the l i d t e  of iategrhttion. When 
P(w-1 is eslculated, a decided ~laimpluieation occur@ if a certain inte- 
gration by pa&@ EO ~rffgarmed. The @impl%$ilcatiops. %@ outllaed balow. 
V(v) is cdcdated  B]l.ee. The integration to ba ax@ca%@d fs 
Bt i~ most ~ ~ n v d n f e n t  to introduca the quantity 
e. Eo/kTnl . (A-latBj 
and the din~enerioaless @ p a d  
2 -mt 2 V(le) = t 2 d t t e  ( x + G ]  6 
2m312 1 l 
- z3t 2 30th integrals are integrated by parts, integrating %e and 
differentiating Ohs remaining terks s;. Since the integrals are csntinuoug 
at t = w, and since ths intagrated terms vanish a0 x - 0 and a, only 
integrals remaisin. 
If the firat integral is3 extended to cm and the contrfbution froix x to rn 
subtracted from the second integral the expre~sion baeomeia; 
wMeb is, d t M n  a constant, the expression given in the text of the 
t h e e i ~ ,  The swprcsaion of the thesis f t ~  c o n ~ f ~ t e n t  d h  the COB@~QPQB 
appearing in P(y%) there given. 
To ~alksu%a&~ P(w-1, the expressjkorcas de~ived in  Section 111 of 
A-112, The prseeso can be accomplished by starting d t h  Table I ~f the 
thesis and'determining the limit. of integration Eo from tho boundaric~ 
of v and w, that ie, by inverting the determination of the Urnits of the 
singles energy oecillstoa ;=ode1 i n t a g r d  equation; or the v&rfoas 
exptee@%sns for I? d@~piv@d ia this a p p ~ a d h  can be integrated in theiz 
rangee of validity. The latter P P ~ ~ P C B ~ U ~ ~  s outlined bslow, 
Bef@se integrating, Ik 18 convenient tg chmge to dimsneiornlss~ 
variables, k t  
2 t . c = &@/kT, x = vi y = w/ ./we (A-121) 
The various ~xpreesions for P for the gfngle energy oscillator mode1 
can be written 
C X  if w S t + ~  and - - r y r x  a 
2:m( tg-I t t g  -1 w P ~ e E  - 
. 

4 
ofa in the absve expsrsssionree is a xx/y and the lindts en t vsera dst@+dm@d 
froem esqu;;l$ions A-61 and A-6.2, 
Thers  ore four regions of y la wUch tho integration on t ( E o )  
i s  t s  bo perfsrmed. The integratisaas &ad the range@ of y are incacated 
below, omitting a co-mmon factor 2 / G. 
Equations .&-I22 md A-I125 ars not applicabllgs when ra = l f@r thew c = 0 
m d  the damaine aP fatdgratfoa d s a p ~ e a l p ~  Xow@ver, bf the iin$egr&tisa@ 
ara paYformrttd and then rn is set equal t o  unity, the equations descdbinp 
thern~a%izstio~.a by hydosgsn ssa ~@eovered. For a check oa $hs 
accuracy of expr~1?1@8ia~~@, the E ~ B I  af rp%=I WOI d ~ r i v ~ d  fn @p@ndentfy and 
compsarad with the r@$ulBs of th@ a b ~ v e  fgstaglpa&bsns for t x ~  9: 61. 
?he intsga~atiaans ahe4v~ are t-n~re. tedious than diffiieult, The 
iategratiansa for y x and y 2 a: araa, i$Bwst identical except fog B O I ~ A ~  
Since all tbe P ~ x p r e e ~ f o n e  in  t h ~  intggrsands m a  continuaus at t h ~  
%iET$iit@ of tp integratisnr by pazt@ idieated. In fact a single ints- 
grabion by parts d l 1  sdffce to evaluate a11 the at least in 
terms of fntsgrals w u c h  camat ba fuHhesr ai~nplified, TMs willi be 
Bllue~rsratael in ehs case of equation -4'1-1122 -wi~iek 1~ t=%cal af the 
Both integral@ in aquation 64-122 are integrated by g a ~ t a ,  
2 
Integrating temt and diffe ferentlatfng tPZc and t l-' 
3g " 
Now apP vad@heg 
aq, 2#3 
-t %: e ecntrols the remaining terms. At t ; a, PZg= ?39 and &be cormtrf - 
butions are of oppoafts sign, Thua only t@r:n@ hhag ~urlksfve &j%f@f@n- 
OCCUFI w11en tP and tP ar@ differentiated, Tlds i& il%lag@trat@g/a bel i~w 
28 -%3 
The exgreesion in the curly brackets is 
so that equation 8-130 becg~rne~ 
Therefore tha contribution f~or i?  the integral af P is 
Eg 
The @am@ ssr t  oof cancellation occur& in tho diffor@a;atia$ion ~f P 38 
&though the algebra 1s lengtMere b~cauoe  them ore three xmsre 
a r c t ~ g s n l s  in P than in PZg . 3 g 
The skssulnt for P i~ 
3g 
(A-135) 
8-236 md A-135 combine to give 
wuch  is the sxpmasion given in the text of the Bhssig, The factor 
24 fi ox~itted in wdtfmg equaaonins A-IkZZ to k-125  i e  c m c e l ~ d  by 
mulitipl@ng the integral equation by G 6 2 .  
All  the other integrals for $he !her  ranges of y can bs evaluatsd 
in  the manner @horn above, The drastic simp1ibication by a proper 
intgsprdisn by parts i~ typical of all the exg~es@issne. It Ha to be notad 
tbt when y 3 c x l a ,  P (%= x )  # 0 but A, continuous with P TMa not 
zi3 Ig " 
~ d y  a ~ r n e l  a@ ir g @ ~ d  cheek on the algebra off &he expr@@sf on0 but 
tm Ohs dietlaction between the avarage?d energy model md $be gas 
the neutron s p @ d  gain a2 Ease ease ~rsignflficantly changes the farm of 
P(y%) in $ha weraped energy oecillatot madel when m 1. 
APPWDIdX B 
TWERMAEIZA TION BY I~ONATO&Y~IC GASES 
In thie sppendb, the equislki~na deocrfbiag the~rmUzatiean by 
a .moaato&c gaa are summari%ed* Tb@ b s i c  werk is due to T;dign@r 
and Wf&ine (Bet). Although the wctjgrk B S  the baai8 for much curreen2 
w r k  In CPtherimaf%a~;%ih~on~ t e original pamra are eas8dk&labPe snPy sr AEG 
reports. The notatiaa used in the appenax that adopted h a p  the 
thersig &%ch is @ornewhalt different from that used In $he ~rigiaaf w ~ r k ,  
The integral equation de~serf bing $hsrmali%a@on cbe 
$<it$ the n ~ t a t i e n  ~f tho thesis, 
the kernel P(m) fige when the ~ X ~ I P ~ I I I O W  de~fived in A p ~ n d f x  A 11 
multiplied by f l l 2 ,  
For hydrogen (rn=l), the squation eimplifi8bss0 aa partially in&cated fa 
Appewdix A, to 
t ithe weraged energy hydrogen oscillator t~azodsP of &he tl%e@i~ s 
Fha "l!ii"gnsr- % i&ins kerns1 A-53 may be ~rri tgan in 
syrnm~tr fe  form by Introducing 
.5r 
For rn = ': the kernel sf equation BQ-5 is a prsduct of funcajlsns sf x and 
fuknctfoaa of y and thus may bs reduced to a differentia% eqmtioa by 
appflflng the thas8.y of Glreasa'g function@ s;. Ths self adjofnt fortm of the 
dfff@lpentid equstion f @ 
d r : ~  bbouadary conditions 
v g o )  = 0 
v(m) r: finite . 
'The terms appearing in the equation are 
l/digne~ and Wf&ins treated 23-10 by working with ti- assoeiat@d 
accatH eqwtion. Finding serie3e sxpaarasiolwo for large and gnm11L aa, 
they calcul&$sd ngx) for four value@ of A. -1;fth A ' - ( ~ / ~ ] B ,  they give 
TUB expre~ .ion, with eoZn''x- u ( I + A ~ / X ) * ~ ,  i approximately 
W f k i a h s  (t)# expanded F(y-) md V (.E) 44-53 and 6 - 3  in inverse 
power8 of the atomic ma$$ to provide an approdmt i sn  for a heavy 
monatode gas. Tha expmsion of P is not ~ t r a i g h t f ~ r w a r d ~  The 
a~yrnmetric form of P i g  expanded a@ a delta function plum Eanveree 
w s e  ~eriersl and. the independent variable w(y) of B-9 iea; expanded 
treatise ( 2 8 )  in which %he expression P(y+x) is used sea sfa sxample. 
The result is the differantiiill squation 
For large m, f 1s appra~jixm&t&3qy 2/m 8 0  that 
so that the eiagle parameter describing the therrzalf efag =aterial i@ 
An identical approximation waa derived in  o different m a n e r  
by H u r d t z  (23) coneddsrtgeg the neutron f lux  as &%a@ indespeasdesat va Aablc 
and the neutron energy ao the dependent variable, That f e ,  
E -. k'rX 2 
(E) = C ~ I I ( X ) .  
The differential equaBcn i a ,  in thees vaAables, 
The appr~ximation sf Nurwftz neglect@ terms of srder smaller than 
r n  ( 8  The physical parameters oa/eas appear explicitly in this 
equation. 1x1 ter-ms of the dimenssionlsss energy 
this equation %@, for It/v absorption, 
$a@ ef genwnctf o m  b 
K$niz(e) = -@ ICB ( a )  
whore the L!' are the as~ociatsd Laguerrs pclynodalo (cf. reference 
(29) page 784). 3ecause 96 t h i ~  fact, many Oher.mdfaat,Ofon problem8 
have $sen treated in the h e a q  ga% & p p r o x f w ~ ~ a  using csfgenvalue ex- 
ab I/<$ energy dependenc~ a@ doee &/v abscsaptiom, (If the absorption 
is a ccnstant the equation i e  solved by ra'%(c 12 I L )  where F i~ a 
rn *a 
scnflucnt hryprgecrmtric function and c = - . but constant abscrp- 
Of3 
FOP T near zmr~, that %B, far the regt atom case, B-118 reduce@ 
to the F s r d  age equa~on (18), (231, 
As its indicated in equation 78 of Section II of the & b @ s l ~ ,  the 
squation describing the rmaff eation by a ~ i n g l s  en@ rgy hydrogsa 
oscillator may be paritten, for x 2 fi , a. 
Ha aseubmed, Subeeftutisag equation G-2 into C-1 and integrating the 
2 2 . 2  Changing the i n f e g ~ a t i ~ n  variable in G-4 to t -x -y the integral is 
so that the term multiplying ar on the left d equatton C-3 is 
For x larger than l (and x must be larger than fi before equation C-l 
which when eubseieut@d in C-7,  Lntsgrat@d and evaluated a0 t = O  and 
as the ccafficlent cf a+, rc that @quatian C-3 bocornss 
Equating coeffiktfents of the first two mwsrs of w on each side give$ 
90 that al is taken to be wrc  md a2 is arbitrary. In C-lO the 
ccatflcient. d l/xl'. y e  oa the left involve aloe age a6@ a4 and aZe 
that ig ,  valuss Pot whfcb 2k4-r = 10. Making Etke change of indficee 
on the left and k=j on the right. C-10 becrmea. with al = 0, 
where the @urn on. f is truneafed 8 0  that only hha coefficients e S a  L ~ _ ~ # ~  . .a, E 
c ~ n f d b u t ~ .  T h e  i g ,  from C-12, i=0,1.  . . until 
and f S B  w integer SQ that the c7.m on f c@nt~ibut@~g 0a1y up %a the 
integer c l c ~ a s t  o jl2-1. Extracting coefficients of l / xZ  znd ib 3 
from both &ides, and rearranging tlas i naces  give@ 
Thus, equating csefff cianta of power@ of X, 
To exprese esefficieats in termas of gtecedligsg ceefficientg the d r e t  two 
term@ are ;g.emaved Prom the i ~ u m .  
with empty sums tdcen to ba?! zer@. After collecting terms 6-18 
becomes 
For evgn j=2r tMs  relation b e c s m e ~  
& ? 2 1 a  
Or, letting r = r-1 
whars Ithe $arm in brackets in the &urn 15: a b f n o d a l  ~ w f f i c i ~ n t .  hi 
1i111~lilar hransf~tmatfon~ r .- br-1, givsa the odd cssfficients 
1 
where the upper limit on the i sum ha%: been changed from ns - 2 to r-li 
&thou& affecting the aummaaon, Equaa~r G-22 Pecovsag the term a 3" 
a3 e. -ma2 @ (G -23) 
since al = 0. 
= &% The firat few tsrme of are given in the text of the t h e s i ~  
r=Z X 
in equation 91. 
JiPP&TBf.X 9 
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neutron diatdbutian. Tks error cau@@d by ~ M B  approdmation in &he 
integral squatiaasl far neutron balmce f r s ~  
the agprodmate relation to bs s x a d n e d  l g  
The approximation arises because xo -# ao. Dtharwise Lhc two naplsctsd 
terms cancel. 30th P(y-) a d  V(X) for tha sfagIle energy oecillat~r 
model have &ff@mmt form@ for x 6 1 and x 3 1 which are Bsmpraslrifby 
denoted vdth the 8ub~3cripts 1 and Z 0  H " $ ~ P B C ~ V ~ P Y .  JS~EBIO, for y < x 
in PQy-x) the subsrscript g ie  used arid for g > x the subecript 4 is used. 
The ranges Pear whicb P(y+x) is not ser0 are, for the ling1e energy 
O I C % I ~ ~ ~ B ~  =&@I8 
W i t h  tM@ agatathon, the Integral 
i e  fcr xo > 1. 
The iateg~ation of P(y"r,) with s & s p c t  to x can nsw be aecomp&f~h~d ,  
The vadouo axpressions for P ( v a )  and their integral@ arb 

In squation B-6, t h ~  integral@ D-8, D-10 and B-913 may be combined 
since the i n a t  on g are e.11 i c ~ r  O g y S 1- This combination i a  
The combination in the integrond %a just the swprsssion of the s i n g l ~  
energy ogcfkllator mod@B for VQy), 0 y S 11, Thuo 3-18 i~ 
where Y2 is bha single energy o~ci l la ior  ncdel exprassion for V(y) 
when y I 1. Combi*dng 23-19 and D-20 and the one remaining terra 23-15, 
The ~ P P O P  in the apgraximate r e l~~ t fon  D-2 is 
fn Section I4 of the t&xegia [squations 88 and 84) it  is shown Ohat n(x)  
2 2 
approach@@ l / x  far large x, Using IBy as an approdmat i~n for n(y) 
wgch,  when expanded i n  inverse p w e r s  of xo. i~ 
As xo - s, c(xo) O, confirming that the raketion 8-2 LB exact -#hen 
oct produce 0ha integral B-15 so that [ i4xP(ydx) = V(a,p) ~?xaetEy, in 
0 
accordance d t h  the general progertise of V and P d i a e u @ ~ e d  in Setcd~n 
m 
I of ths thesie. The fact that 1 ck P ( p )  = V(y) 8erve1 a@ iiacldsatal 
0 
check that the i n t e g r a a o  producing P and V the~~zoelvas are per- 
formed correctly since 's" a d  V are deE&ar::~bned from separate rela@on@. 
method ~utUn@d in S~ctfogn IV of the theesis is a@& suitable for equaa$bn@ 
parameter contdning ab8orpaon (A) is used as  a divisor. For the 
n'gonsatodc g r e  mde l  of "$tilggler and iV-iWns (11, this is  not a serious 
dsfidailcy sinco the acluticn ~f the equations for oa = D is known to be 
Maxw@l%iiarn. FOB the aaodelks en3ploysd in @he t h e ~ i s ,  however, the 
solutiorb fcr oa = O i s  not kncwn. Thi. section cf Lha appendix is 
attempted, d t h  varyfag degree8 of @iauccea@, to solve t h ~  probjh@m for 
cornputad from an assumed form ob n(x) for x 2 xo and the known germ 
4 
n column vector ni = n(ih) 
d 
s c01uinil vector si = e(ih) 

kdter aaomalioreg re$nlts for PQW r e d u c a ~ n  af E-5, it was numev%~=aB1y 
verified that det A wao nearly with cesnreqaent loss ef aecurabsp 
%%.la soBdng -33-5 by row ~educaon .  The mlam&%@u@ eolutions of E-5 
were not detected in first attempt8 to ~ o l v e  E-l far the s f n g l ~  energy 
c~clillestar modell. As the aleah spacing h was decreased eoliution~ 
rasrnJned apparmtly @table a d  qualitatively much a@ pres&&@d in the 
results o$: %%%B thesis until at a @mall h a r95oIutEian paraday negative fa 
the range O x S xa appeared. The appearance of a radicdly difffraadt 
sslaa~on sugge@%@d that eaabtraction of nearly equal small quantitlu~fe wse 
occcurrfng fa the raw reduction proc@&s aged t b t  altmoet all accuracy 
m s  $@fag 1~16. Therefore the row t@duetiisn method af adutlon wag 
&@carded and itezatPve scheme a were attempted 
Equation S - 3  may be solvsd it@rativeI8y in a number of wag@ 
aher an idti& gusoe for i~n made. Twe peeibilltbes are: 
Squ~tE~n E-8 is tbes sf mplest paoceduzs becauoe ths lavarss of V ir 
simply cornputad. For convergence of an iitszatfv@ @chem@ the large~t 
s%gen'gaaBu@ of &he iteration ~matrlx malt bs lees than one, 3 y  using 
computer mutines, the largest eigenvalue of V-'P ~ O P  the singla energy 
saatilla$or modal was a h o m  to be olightly larger than one, A -modHfi- 
catPen of E-8, &gained by addt np or eanMracti aag integer multiplaa of Y; 
to both sides of 33-3, that f B ,  
did nst sfsucceed in reducing the largest eigeavalua sf the itakation 
m&g$rfx below one although i d  appeared ~masible $0 approach one a@ 
closely as deeired from above. 
At this psfnt i t  was ~uggsoted 'by Dr.  FraalcFlin of the California 
Institute of Tschaology, that &h@ scheme E-8 be uasd wit13 a ~$~rmii$lLi- 
sation of a&%@= each 16eration to keep m e  element 01 a constant. 
This procedure resulted in alow cconvsrgencs of the iteration scharae 
E-8 .  'The scheme in  effect alllo\x~e the ohape of n(x) $0 change d t h o u t  
aPlodng the a~npHftude of n(x) to inereage d t h s u t  bound. The procedure 
waa used to c,;Eculate wgx) bar the single energy oscillator modell with 
A =  0, 
The method cf iterate normalization used for &fa # O (A 4 0). 
that is, neutron eoweematis~n, ia  diecugss;sed in Section HV of the thesis,  
The enethod i e  commanl~r use& fw numerical solution of thermaUsatisn 
probleme (see references (19) and (8) ), It not only insurea that the 
neutron dsngiw is n~rmalizdd to be cox~patfble ~ 4 t h  the sou~caa rate of 
introduction of neutrons, but greatly speeds ccnvergsnce. FOP example, 
for A .d 0, the averaged energy hydrogen oseil8ator model s a l u ~ o n e  
canvarged in roughly 2 00 iterations for fixed ele m n t  nor-rna%ization 
m d  in approA?nateIy BO iterations for neutron conse~vation normall- 
%;sation. The Bieed slament sbormalleation technique is not as zc :a->at@ 
the neutron conservation normli zotfon bscauss fixed el@ men$ 
nofpmal%zatia%n modifies the $ O U P C ~  slightly - 4 t h  each f %eralion, That i s  
' i f  the fixed element is n and 
P 
the equation E - 3  is divided by l4.e at each normalization and the effect 
on 2 for r iteratione is 
( I + ~ I ~ ~  Z e (g-lng 
Fsr the ~hngls energy oscillator model (A= O) ,  edk) was typicdly 8.dBOl 
a c  that the affect i@ relatively amalf. li prccedure in which ; was not 
modified 8 8  %t@ration continued affected only the asymptotic amplf-de 
of n(x) for the single energy s~cillator m s d ~ l ,  d- 0. The amplitude sef 
n(x). O .S x S 1 . 5 , ~ s  not ck~anged. Ef i@ not modified the fixed element 
normalisation its not -mth@matically r fgo~ous  , but conve rgsncs of the 
does produce a ~ o l u t i c n  of 22-3. It is fcr thia reaecn that the results 
displayed in figu,re 9 are not felt to be a e  r~liable &I t b ~ ~ b  result@ for 
which A #  O since waret not mo&fisd to produce w ( x )  in figurn 9 .  
The rsnadnder of the appendix &splays the program@ U I @ ~  for 
soPutigan sf n(x), A# 0. Three sf the programs are for m=l. These 
three are the ~ikagle energy oecfllator model, the averaged energy 
o~cillator model, an$ the PJigner- fiikfns monatodc  gas model. Ths 
remaidaag program was uosd far rn > B and the averaged energy 
sacillator modsl, B s c a u ~ s  04 t83e ~f mp1HPf catiSoss %or ~ ~ 3 1 ,  a ten fold 
saving of c~-mputing time was gdned by separately programming the 
averaged energy oscillator equatioao fop mnl and m > 1. 
OIMENSION R A I L 5 O ~ ~ A B ~ 1 5 0 l r R C ~ l 5 O ) t K ~ ( 1 5 3 1 ~ K E ~ 1 5 3 ) ~ ~ F l ~ 5 ~ ~ ~  
DfNENSION P I E 5 0 ~ 1 5 0 ) r V 1 1 5 0 ) ~ S t 1 5 0 ~  
1 FORMAT ( I5 
2 FORMAT ( 5 E  14.7) 
3 FORMAT ( l O H  NO- EQNS=I5, 614 N fSH=EL4-7 ,  16H MAX AHSORPTIOY=E14.7e 
X7H RANGE=£ 14.7) 
4  FORMAT (BH ENERGY=E14.7,11H ANPLITUDE=E14.7, 
X l b H  DEL ABSORPTION=El4.7) 
5  FORMAT l 1 2 H  ABSORPTION=El4.7) 
6  FORMAT I IHO)  
7 FORMAT ( 3 H  X=EL4,7,3H N=EL4.7*4H NN=EL4*7,5H D E C = E l 4 . 7 r  
X3H E=EL4,7*5H PHI=E14.7) 
FREQUENCY 1 0 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 3 ) ~ 1 4 1 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 l ~ 4 1 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 3 ) t l 8 I 2 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ 2 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
X24(  1 * 0 , 0 ) , 3 4 (  1 1 0 , 5 I  ,37(1Q,O* 1 )  
READ 1.M 
READ 2 1  H,Z*EN,AM,DA,ABM,W 
PRINT 3 r  H,HIABM,L 
PHIVT 4, tNpAH10A 
PRINT 5 ~  W 
P I=3 .1415927  
DO 27 I = l t N  
X=FLOATF( I ) *H  
U=X+X 
T=X+l.O/X/b.O 
H = 2 . 0 * l ( l + W ) + * 2 )  
10  I F  ( X - 1 - 0 )  l l r 1 2 9 1 2  
11 A-SQRTFt 1 - 0 - U )  
R=ATANF(X/A) 
CoLOGF1 ( 1 - O + A I / X )  
V ( I I = ( ~ . O * A + ~ . O ~ T * B ~ ~ ~ ~ * U + C ) / ~ ~ O / P ~  
0=4-0.X* (B+X*C / P I  
S I  I )=D/R 
GO TO 1 3  
12  V ( I I = T  
E=2.O+X 
S (  I )=El f4  
1 3  00 2 6  J = l r M  
Y=FLOAPf ( J  )*ti 
F=Y+Y 
1 4  1F ( Y - X )  15,21121 
15 G=SORTF(U-F) 
4 1  I F  (X-1.0) 1 6 ~ 1 7 r 1 7  
1 6  P I I , J l ~ 4 . 0 * X + ( A T A N F ( Y / A ) - G + A T A ~ F t Y / G / A ) + Y + C ) * H / ( Y + P i )  
GO YO 24 
I ?  Q~SQRTFIU-1.0)  
18  I F  I Y - 0 )  19,19120 
19 P l  1 r  J  )=Ow0 
GO TO 24 
2 0  P( I , J ) *E*H+tL .O-G) /Y  
GO T O  2 4  
2 1  I F  ( X - 1 - 0 )  22123,23 
22  P( K 9 J )=D*H/Y 
GO TO 2 4  
23  P ( I * J ) P E + H / Y  
24  I F  (J-W) 2 6 ~ 2 5 r 2 6  
2 5  P ( l r J l * . 5 . P f I i J )  
Single energy oscillator model, rn = 1 (Page 1) .  
26 CONTINUE 
K O (  I ) = X  
RE( 1 )=EN*U 
RA(fl=U*EXPF(-U) 
27 CONTINUE 
G=O.O 
MY-M- 1 
DO 28 I=lrMM 
G=G+RA( I ) 
28 CONTINUE 
G=W*H*(G+.S*WAIYl) 
F=(Z*Z-1.0/6.0)/(2.O*~(L+W)**2~1 
T=F /G  
00 29 I=lrM 
RAll)=T*RA(l l 
29 CON1 INUE 
DO 31 I=l,Y 
KRL I )=O.O 
DO 30 J=1* M 
KB( I )=RB( I )+P( I ,J)*HAL J I 
30 CONTINUE 
KB(I)=(RB(I)+S( I )  ) / { V [ I ) + W )  
31 CONTINUE 
G=O. 0 
DO 32 I=l*NM 
G=G+RB( I 
32 CON1 INUk 
G=W+H*(G+.S*RB(M)) 
T=F/G 
B=O. 0 
DO 33 l=lrM 
RB(I)=T*RtJ(I) 
RC( I I=l.O-RA[ I E/RB( I )  
B=MAXlF(B*ABSFIRC(I))) 
RA(1 ) = R R (  1 )  
33 CONTINUE 
34 IF18-~00001) 35,35929 
34 A=W/F 
00 36 i=lrM 
RBL 1 ) = R B (  I ) * A  
RFt I)=AM*RA( I )  
3 6  CONTINUE 
PRINT 6 
PRINT 5rW 
PRINT 6 
PRINT 79 L R D ( I ) ~ R A ~ I ) ~ R B ( I ) ~ H C ( I ) ~ K E ( I ) ~ R F ( I ) ~  I = l r ~ )  
WA=W 
W=W+DA 
37 IF (W-ABM) 38,38940 
38 DO 39 IslrM 
S ( I ~ = S ( I ) * ( I L + W A I * * ~ J / ~ ( L + W ) * * Z )  
39 CONTINUE 
GO TO 27 
40 CALL E X 1  f 
EN0 
Single energy oscillator model, m = 1 (Page 2 ) ,  


Averaged energy oeciUator model m = 1 (Page 3), 
U i M c Y 5 1 C N  $ 1 1  15G),iZ,21 L 5 0 1 9 K 3 t  1 5 0 t , K 4 f  i5i) t ~ > (  1 5 0 )  , i?bf i301 
U i p t N b t G N  P ( L 3 O , 1 3 ~ ) r V f l b o ) r S ( 1 5 0 )  
OICtYSIOY H C t 1 5 U )  
1 F ~ J H M A I  ( 1 5 1  
L f -LKMAI  t 5 t 1 4 . 7 )  
3 FCIRP,AI t 1 0 H  NC. t U t i S = I 5 ,  1H M t S H = t l l t * l r  16ti HBX A U S t t t P f l G ~ = t  14. !, 
x rtt U A N G ~ = E L ' ~ .  7 )  
4  FbRHAT I 8 H  t N t K b Y = t l 4 . 7 ,  l l H  AMPLI  IUI)E=L 14 .7 ,  
X1at-i D L L  A B S U R P T I O N = L l 4 . 7 )  
> F UKMAT ( L L H  A8SOHPT I O - N = t  14.7 )  
b t U R M A I  I l h 0 )  
I FbRNAT ( 3 h  X=E14,7,3h N=E14.7,4H N N = t 1 4 . 7 , 5 t l  O t L = i 1 4 . 7 ,  
X 3 h  t = i 1 4 . 7 , > H  P H l = c 1 4 . 7 )  
FAECUENCY 1 1 (  190,  1 ) r l S I  l r O ~ G ) ~ 3 9 ~ O v O ~ l )  , 4 L [ O v O * l I  
K t A G  I ' W  
& t A o  L t  H , A B S M , L , ~ N , A P ~ D E L A ~ , ~  
P ~ I b T  3 9  H * b r A B S M v I  
PR INT  4,  t k . A P r D E L A 8  
PKIFtT 5 ,  k 
PK= -8862269 
WA=PK*k 
L = 5 9  
D t C =  .05 
U 3  11 I = l , M  
X=FLOATF(  I )*ti 
A = O . O  
K=X 
DO 1 0  K =  l ,i 
H = K t D t L  
3 = t X P t ( - R * R )  
A=A+S 
1 0  C L N l I N U t  
t = . > * ( E X P F I - X + X ) + E X P F l - l X t 3 3 C I * * 2 ) )  
d G t l ) = P K - D i L * ( A + E )  
1 1  C O b i I k U t  
DL  3.2 I =L ,M  
X=FLbATF  t I )  * H  
U=X*X  
D = t X P F l - U )  
v ~ I ~ = ~ x + . ~ / x ) ~ K G ~ I ) + . ~ * u  
S ( I ) = X * R b l  I ) / I ( Z + H ) W )  
8=2 .O*X*H  
C = H * H t i l  1 )  
DO 1 7  J = l r M  
Y = F L O A l t t J ) * H  
12 I k  ( Y - X I  1 3 * 1 4 t 1 4  
1 3  P ( I t J ) = B * R L t J ) * U e t X P F [ Y * Y ) / Y  
uC1 T O  I5 
1 4  P ( I , J ) = C / Y  
k5 I F  ( J - H I  l 7 t l b t l l  
1 6  P I I ~ J ) = . ~ * P I l + J )  
1 7  Cuhrl [hut 
H l l  1 ) - U * D  
32 C ~ J N T I % U €  
NM= M- 1  
G=O .0 
Wigner- WilWne monatomic gas model, rn = 1 (Page 1). 
b = C .  c, 
d ' i  3 3  I = l , F ! #  
L = b + S (  1 )  
d = U + U L {  I I 
33  Ccihil  I L U E  
b=G+.3*LtF!) 
B z h A *  ( a + .  b * k  L M ) 
C = G / t r  
Ilcl 34 I = l , M  
K L (  I ) - C * H L (  I )  
34 G G N T I l l r U E  
C A L L  S A V E  
UC 3 6  I = L * M  
K L ~  f ) = O . O  
011 35 J = l r H  
& L (  1 ) = ~ 2 (  1 ) + P (  I , J ) * 3 l ( J )  
3 5  l , ~ D u l I & U t  
d L ( l ) = ( R Z (  I ) + S ( i ) ) / ( V ( I ) + h A )  
3 6  C b R I T I Y U k  
H z 0  .U 
Dci 3 7  I - l r K M  
H = B + U L I  I )  
3 7  L C I P t l I N U C .  
d ; h A + ( 8 + . 3 * U 2 ( M ) )  
C = G / R  
L ) = t ) .  0 
ttci 38 1 ; l . M  
& C ( I ) = C + K L ( I )  
tt>( i ) = l . O - U l t  1 ) / & 2 (  I )  
O = M A X L F ( U * f i B S F ( K 3 (  1 )  1 )  
d L ( I ) = K L ( I )  
38 CUNI I k U t  
39 1i- ( 0 - . 0 0 0 0 L )  4 0 9 4 0 ~ 3 4  
4 0  F = k d i / H / G  
110 4 1  i = l r M  
K L (  I )=KZ(I)+F 
d 4 (  I ) = F L D A T l - (  I)*H 
&>I I ) = t R . ( K 4 (  I ) + * L )  
N o (  1 )  = A P * & l (  I ) 
4 1  L O N l I U U t  
P I Q l N l  6 
P d I N T  3 9  w 
Pti  l lLT  6 
P t < i ~ \ i  1. t d 4 (  I ) 9 H l (  L ) , U 2 (  1 ) , Q 3 (  1 )  g t t > ( i )  1 ) s  i = l * M )  
W L = a 
W = k + D L L A 8  
h A =  . d 8 6  L269*ki 
4 2  I t -  ( A B S M - W )  4 5 9 4 3 9 4 3  
4 3  U ~ J  4 4  I = l r M  
S ( I ) = S ( ~ ) * ( ( ~ ~ W G ) ~ * Z ~ / ~ ~ ~ + W ~ * * Z )  
4 4  CUiu I  l i 4 U t  
CJU I U  32 
4 5  C A L L  t A I I  
k ,\(I1 
Wlgner-Wilkin~ monatomic gas model, m = 1 (Page 2), 
CIMENSION R l t 1 5 0 ~ ~ R Z ( 1 5 0 ) ~ R 3 ( 1 5 0 ~ ~ H 4 ( 1 5 O ) ~ R 5 ( 1 5 i i ~ ~ R ~ ( l > ~ 1 ~  
D I M E N S I O N  P ( l 5 0 i 1 5 0 ) i V ( 1 5 0 ) * 5 ~ )  
4 0 0  FORMAT 1 1 4 H  TOTAL SObRCE=E 14.7 ) 
4 0 1  FORMAT 1 4 1 3 H  K t 1 3 * 1 H 1 1 3 * 2 H ) = t 1 4 . 7 1 )  
1 FORMAT ( 3 1 5 )  
2 FORMAT 1 5 E 1 4 . 7 )  
3 FORMAT ( 1 0 H  NO. E G N S = I 5 9  bH M t S H r E 1 4 . 7  1 6 1 4  MAX A ~ S C I K P T  1') J = L  I f * . !  I 
X  7H RANGE=€ 14.7 1 
4  FORMAT t 0H  ENERGY=€ 1 4 . 7 , l l H  A Y P L  1 T U O E = E  1 4 . 7  9 
X l b H  OEL ABSOHPTIUN=E14.7)  
5 FORMAT ( 1 2 H  AHSOUPTICN=E14 .? )  
6 FORMAT ( I H O  I 
7  FORMAT ( 3 H  X=E14 .7 ,3H  N = E 1 4 , 7 i 4 t I  N N z E 1 4 . 7 9 5 H  O E L = t 1 4 . 7 i  
X3H E = E 1 4 . 7 * 5 h  P h I = t 1 4 . 7 )  
8 FORMAT ( 6 H  MASS=E14.7,6H DELL=k14.7,6HQtC?=tl4.7~4d K 1 2 1 4 3  
X4H I ( 2 = 1 4 )  
9 F O R M A T ( 4 l R H  S O U R C E ( 1 3 i Z H ) = E 1 4 . 7 ) )  
FREQUENCY l O ~ O ~ l ~ 1 ~ ~ l 3 ~ ~ g 0 ~ 0 ) i 9 O 1 I ~ O i 1 ~ i 9 I ~ l t O t 1 ) , 2 ~ I ~ ~ l v l ~ i  
X 2 3 ( O 1 O ~ l ) i 2 5 ( l ~ C ~ C ) i 9 2 ( 1 ~ O ~ 1 ) t 3 1 ( l i O i O ~ i 9 ~ ( L ~ O ~ L ) ~ 9 4 ( l ~ O ~  J ) V  
X 4 5 1  L r 0 * 5 ) * 4 8 (  1 9 0 9  LO) 
FREQUENCY 2 0 1 ( 3 ~ 0 ~ 1 ) i 2 0 4 ( 1 i 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ 2 0 7 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ t 2 1 1 I l i O ~ 3 ~  
READ 1 9  M i K A p K B  
HEAD 29  H , A B S M I Z ~ E N ~ A M t D E L A R l W t H A ~ D l l f ~ 2  
P R I N T  3 *  M t H i A B S M v L  
P R I N T  49  EN iAMgCELAH 
PRINT  4rW 
P R I N T  8 r  H A i D l i D Z * K A * K B  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
P J = 2 . 0 / 3 . 0 / P I  
P K z . 8 8 6 2 2 6 9  
HR=SORTF (HA  
WA=PK+W 
A=HA+1.0 
C=HA- 1.0 
B= . 5 *A /HB  
O=. 5 *C /HB  
AC=A/C 
CA=C/A 
CB=CA+CA 
XI=i.O+CB*LOGF(CB)/Ll.O-CR) 
xJ=Z.O/X I 
AA=.S*A+A/HA 
HH=M- 1 
CO 3 4  I = l * M  
CALL SAVE 
X = F L O A T F ( I ) * H  
U=X+X 
L=O 
E=O.O 
F=X 
DO 1 6  K = l v K R  
L = L + l  
F=F+D2  
G=F+F 
Q = G / U  
K=SQRTF(Q-1 .0  1 
Averaged energy oecfllator model, m > 1 (Page I ) ,  
T= ( 3.0.K-ATAYF ( R  * ( 2 . O + G  1 l * t  X P F  ( - t , * r l A  1 
1c I F -  ( L - 1 )  l l ? l i , l 2  
I I  T=Z.O.T 
GO TO 1 3  
1 2  L=O 
1 3  I F  ( K - K R )  1 5 , 1 4 * 1 5  
14  T=.5*T 
15 E=E+T 
1 6  CONTINUE 
V(I)=PK*IX+.25/X/PA)+E*X*O2*PJ*WB 
RA=R*X 
DA=C+X 
00 3 3  J=11M 
Y = F L O A T F ( J ) * H  
BB=B*Y 
O B = D * Y  
AL=BA+CEI 
BE=BB+GA 
GA=t3A-DB 
DE=BB-CA 
L =o 
GM=GA*GA 
AP=AL+AL 
E=O.O 
EA=O.O 
EH=O.O 
F = A B S F ( C A )  
F A=AL 
R R = Y - X  
HC=Y-CA*X 
RA=Y-AC*X 
90 I F ( H R )  1 7 r 1 8 , 1 8  
17  FR=SQRTF(U-Y*Y)  
18 00 2 8  K = l , K A  
L = L + 1  
F = F + D l  
F A = F A + C l  
RH=SQRTF(FA*FA-AP)  
TA= ( ATANF (BE /RB 1-ATANF (AL/Ht3  1 1 * E  X P F  I - F  A * f  A 
K=SQHTFIF*F-GM) 
T = A T A N F ( C E / R ) + A T A h F ( G A / R )  
H O = t X P F ( - F * F )  
9 1  I F ( R R )  2 0 1 r 2 0 4 * 2 0 4  
2 0 1  I F I K C )  2 0 2 * 2 0 2 * 2 0 3  
2 0 2  T=T*KC 
GO TO 2 0  
2 0 3  T = I T - P I ) * R D  
TH=EXPF( -FH*FB)  
F R = F B + D l  
Gcl TO 2 0  
2 0 4  I F  ( K A )  2 0 5 , 2 0 6 1 2 0 6  
2 0 5  T = ( T - P I ) * K O  
GU T O  2 0  
2 0 6  T=T.RD 
20  I F  ( L - 1 )  2 1 ? 2 1 , 2 2  
2 1  T=2.0.T 
Averaged energy oscillator model, m > 1 (Page 2 ) .  
T A = 2 . 0 * T A  
G l l  T O  2 3  
22  f H = Z , O * T H  
L = O  
2 3  I F  ( K - 1 )  2 5 , 2 4 9 2 5  
24 TH=,5*T8 
GI1 T C  2 7  
2 5  I F  ( K - K A )  2 7 9 2 6 , 2 f  
26 T=.S*T 
TA= .5*TA 
27  E=E+T 
EA=EA+TA 
ER=Ft3+TB 
28 CONTINUE 
RE=AA*X*H/Y 
RF=RE*Dl  
RG=RF*PJ 
92 I F  ( R R )  2 0 7 , 2 1 1 , 2 1 1  
2 0 7  I F  ( R C )  2 0 8 , 2 0 9 , 2 1 0  
2 0 8  K=RG*( € + € A  
GO T O  2 1 5  
2 0 9  R = R G * ( E + E A + . 2 5 * P I * E X P F ( - G M ) )  
GO TO 2 1 5  
2 1 0  R = K F * ( 2 . 0 * E B / 3 . O + I E + E A ) . P J )  
GO TO 2 1 5  
2 1 1  I F  ( R A )  2 1 2 , 2 1 3 9 2 1 4  
2 1 2  R = K E * ( P K + ( E - t A ) * O l * P J )  
GO TO 2 1 5  
2 1 3  R=RG*(E-EA+.25*P I )  
GO T O  2 1 5  
2 1 4  R = R G +  I E - & A  
2 1 5  P ( I * J ) = R  
3 1  I F  I J - M )  3 3 , 3 2 9 3 3  
3 2  P (  I . J ) = . S * P (  I I J I  
CALL SAVE 
33  CONTINUE 
K 4 (  I )=X  
U S ( I ) = E N * U  
R 1 (  I ) = U * E X P F ( - U I  
3 4  CONTINUE 
I F  ( E N )  2 1 6 , 2 0 0 r 2 0 C  
2 1 6  PRINT 401,  I ( I * J , P ( I , J ) ,  J = l r H ) * I = l , M )  
2 0 0  G=W*XJ 
Q = W * G * (  XJ-1.0) 
E = A A / I X I * O )  
F=((Z/(L+k))*+XJ)*(l.O+G/Z) 
tA=O.O 
ER=O. 0 
on 3 9  I = l , M  
X = F L O A T F ( I ) * H  
XM=X/CA 
9 3  I F  (XM-Z)  3 6 ~ 3 6 ~ 3 5  
35  R = ( ( X M / ( X M + W ) ) * * X J ) * ( l . O + G  XM)-F 
S (  I )=E*X*H*AM 
GO T O  3 7  
3 6  S I  I )=O.O 
Averaged energy oscillator model, m > 1 (Page 3). 
37 E A = E A + S I I I  
t P = E S + R  L 1 I 1  
9 4  I F  (1-Fl 3 9 , 3 8 9 3 ' 4  
3 8  E A = E A - . S + S ( I )  
F H = E B - ,  5 + d 1 (  I )  
39 CONTINUE 
t B = d * E 8  
E E = E A / k B  
00 4 0  I = l + M  
R l l  I ) = € E * R l (  I )  
40 C O N T I N U E  
100 CO 42 I = l i H  
R 2  t I 1 = 0 . 0  
DO 4 1  J = l , M  
H7(I)=K2(I)+P(~iJI*Rl(J) 
4 1  C O N T I N U E  
R 7 ( I ) = ( R 2 1 I ) + P K * S I I I ) / ~ V ( I ~ + k A )  
4 2  C O N T I N U E  
EP=O.O 
DO 4 3  I = l 9 M M  
E R = E B + R Z (  I ) 
4 3  C O N T I N U E  
E B = W * (  EB+.5*K2(V 1 )  
E E = E A / E B  
DEL=o.o 
DO 4 4  I = l r M  
HZ( I )=EE.K2 (  I )  
K 3 1  I ) = 1 . 0 - K l (  I ) / R 2 (  I )  
D E L = M A X L F ( D E L , A B S F ( R ~ ( I ) ) )  
R l (  I ) = K 2 (  1 )  
4 4  C O N T I N U E  
4 5  I F  f O E L - . 0 0 0 0 1 )  4 6 9 4 6 1 1 0 0  
4 6  E F = W / H / E A  
DO 47  I = i , M  
R2I I ) = K 2 (  I ) * E F  
R 6 (  I ) = A M + R ~ (  1 )  
4 7  C O N T I N U E  
P R I N T  6 
P R I N T  5,W 
P R I N T  6 
P H i N T  7 9  ( R 4 t I ) 1 R L ( I ) r R 2 ( 1 ) 1 R 3 ( I ) , R S ( I ) r I ; 1 v M )  
P R I N T  6 
P R I N T  9 9  ( I , S ( I ) c  I = l , M )  
P R I N T  4 0 0 1  E A  
C A L L  S A V E  
H = W + O E L A B  
H A = P K * W  
4 8  I F  ( A B S M - W )  4 9 r 2 0 0 , 2 0 0  
49 C A L L  E X I T  
END 
Averaged energy oscillator model, m > 1 (Page 4).  
APPENDIX F 
TM@~v$ALlZATZ%I;N BY A. &.dONATQA4IC Gki3 VgITM A SPEED 
DEPENDENT CBQS9 SECTION 
In $hie appendix f s displayed the equation de acribf ng th@ rmali - 
setion by B mosaatopgcdc hydrogen gas for wMch the intrinsic idcro- 
@cop&@ scattering crass eectioksr Pea, assumed to be inversely propoptional 
FVith this one exception, all the assumptions of the thesis are used to 
derive the ther  mali~plation equation ubing a. id.d3axws%lim distributf on sf 
atom s p e d @ .  
The tf%erm&li%ation equation is 
as may be verified, -@ith 80- labesp, by subetituting In equation F-2. 
However, the a ~ ~ u m e d  @c&t$.~neiag era@ s secaon is not physically 
glbsuassib%e for Barge asutran e p e d  because it goas to zero rapidly. TM0 
efface f g  reflected in the asymptotic @o&utiion OQ F - 2  
sbtaiaed by neglecting the neutron s p e d  gain t e r r ~ s  and appmdmating 
t h  o p e d  loes t e % ~ i m ~  for laage x .  Thue the d e n ~ i t y  at Ugh apseds fg 
larger than in the. ppesenca of a ncan-eer9s, carsas saction becau~e  &here 
is little attsmatisn @f the &~t&bu&fon due to ~ e a t t e r i n g  out of the a p e d  
single swed uo, the atom s p e d  digtribuflon is 
X(U) - a(uaue) . 
The above atom speed diat~lbutfon clsarflg i@ not lfisly 6 0  
gain and lose siwed In a. collisfkea. Ila addition the diltdbution G-P fa 
~dficiently sf rfiple that eoka~iderable fadl far i ty  can be acquf red with 
The axpression IB(v) defined in Sbetioa I[ 0% the khesl@ (equation 
1 rn 
2 2 du6 (u-u 1 7 /v  +u -2vuu Q 
-1 8 
'%he expreo~ion  P(w-) ie,  for rn = 1, 
Ths equation describing thermafication by hydrogen atoms with the 
s p e d  digtrfbulicn @-I is, in terms of x E v/uo. y = w / u  as 
with B = oax/o: . Ti. above pair of equation@ is similar tc, but much 
simpler than, the @quati sno describing the rmalizatioH% by a ~ i a g l s  
energy hydrogen oscillator. 
Equation @ - 6  czm be reduced to o second order differential 
kjrq~atsefoa ipn terms of h(x) = ~ ( x ) / ? x ~  by differentiating Q W ~ C Q .  The @qmeion 
for the coeffielents an. From G-PO 
L 2 mx The eolutioltg for e(x) that isrr parabolic (ae i@ x s , a h f a w e l l l m )  
2 X% the term x / 3  is nagfiected in 6 - 6  for small x, Ohs solution ;lcorr@- 
For x >> ~%@gl@~$;Ing the neutron spged gain t e r m  and a/3x in G-7 
leads to $ha ~ ~ l u t i o n  
Although the aazusle sort sf approxi~aa%lon@ used fn Seetion II sf the 
ehsaie for the single energy o@cfllasleor model can be applied Bo sqzatisa 
6 - 7  to give appr~rximate an&lbp"eia= aolsatHoe%s far large x, i t  hm -LO'$: been 
found psslbPe to salve G-7 exactly. It i@ iatere~tfing that the extremely 
simple atam @wed &@tributisa 6-1 produce@ m i n t e g ~ a l  equation tihat 
is @nay @lightly Tiore eani~sceptibl@ to analytic solution than integral 
equatf on@ derived uaiag much rnora corsplf catad ~IQIXB @ p a d  diatrf - 
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